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ABSTRACT

Building Language Proficiency at the Secondary Level

by

Liji Waite, Master of Second Language Teaching
Utah State University, 2011

Major Professor: Dr. Franklin Bacheller
Department: Languages, Philosophy, and Speech Communication

This portfolio is a collection of work submitted for the Master of Second
Language Teaching (MSLT) program at Utah State University. The author outlines his
teaching philosophy as it pertains to the secondary classroom. Also included in this work
are three artifacts which serve to strengthen and elaborate on the teaching philosophy.
The artifacts are manifestations of the author’s beliefs on how culture, literacy, and
language can be addressed in the L2 classroom. The final section of the portfolio is an
annotated bibliography in which the author summarizes and reacts to the most influential
books and articles that he read during the course of The Master’s program.

(160 pages)
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INTRODUCTION

The contents of this portfolio reflect the work that I have done in the MSLT
program at Utah State University over the past year. Most of the sections began as final
papers in my Linguistics classes, but my literacy artifact came about as a result of my
desire to learn more about the process of teaching L2 reading. My teaching philosophy
details a few of my strongest beliefs about second language learning and teaching.
Foremost among those beliefs is that as a language teacher, I consider myself an architect
in the language classroom. My purpose is to help learners construct the target language.
Each of the three artifacts address how I believe I can help my students to build target
language proficiency as it relates to culture, literacy, and language.
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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY
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APPRENTICESHIP OF OBSERVATION
After I outgrew my fantasy of being a professional football player, I
acknowledged to myself that I would become a teacher. To this day, I still do not know
why I have always felt that I would become a teacher. I just know that teaching is my
calling in life. I have had the opportunity to observe many teachers in every imaginable
setting, teaching almost every topic possible. However, the people who formally taught
me language are relatively few.
My first experience with language learning came in the 7th grade. In my
hometown, all students took Spanish during their 7th and 8th grade years to satisfy the
requirement of two years of foreign language. At that time in my life I was not especially
enthused about the prospect of learning a language. I saw it as just one more hoop I had
to jump through to be able to get out of that place. I know now that that was probably
one of the most opportune times in my life to learn a language, but at that stage in my
life, I did not realize it.
For my two years of Spanish I had two different teachers; I did not learn much
from either of them. My first year I had heard some gossip about how the class was easy,
and all one had to do was go to class to get an A. That is what I did, and I can honestly
say that I learned nothing. In all likelihood this was just as much, if not more, my fault as
my teacher‘s. I did not see learning Spanish as an opportunity to delve into another
culture. I never thought that I could actually master enough of the language to perform
even the simplest of tasks; therefore, I did not expend any energy trying to actually learn
the language. My second year went the same way. After two years of Spanish, I could
barely count to 10 and knew just a few other words such as hola. Later in life, my lack of
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effort came back to haunt me. (I can just hear my Spanish teachers shouting in unison: ―I
told you so!‖)
Just before I turned 19, I was offered the opportunity to go to Venezuela for two
years. While I was excited about the opportunity, I was also worried about how I would
communicate since I could only count to 10. As part of the preparation program, I
received eight weeks of very intensive Spanish language instruction. Classes began at
7:30 am and continued until 9:30 pm with breaks only to eat and exercise.
From the very first class I was asked to produce the language. It was extremely
frustrating for me to be asked to do something that I felt I could not do. The initial tasks I
was asked to perform were not too difficult, and I mastered them along with my
classmates. As I gained competence, I gained confidence. Every day we were taught at a
level just beyond complete comprehension. All instruction was given in Spanish. We
were taught three different grammar principles each day. We were given ample
opportunities to use the new grammar in communicative ways. In addition, we received a
smattering of cultural insights. After eight weeks I was feeling pretty good about my
ability to speak Spanish. After all, I had had over 500 hours of instruction. I was very
happy to get out of the classroom, but when I began trying to communicate with native
speakers, I felt incompetent.
I had received excellent instruction, covering nearly every grammar rule in the
Spanish language, but I struggled mightily to understand spoken language as it came
from native speakers. Producing spoken language fluently was a struggle for me as well.
I thought that I must not have been taught everything so I went to a bookstore and bought
a thick Spanish grammar book. I decided I would dedicate two hours a day to my study
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of the language, but I soon realized that I had already been taught everything in the book.
I didn‘t necessarily remember everything, but as I worked through the grammar book I
would say to myself, ―I already went over this.‖ Nevertheless, the review was helpful,
and I often referred to the book when I heard new forms of Spanish.
During my stay in Venezuela, I was immersed in Spanish and my production
improved daily. I kept a notebook to write down words that I did not recognize. In the
beginning, I would have nearly a hundred new words every day, and often I would write
down the same word day after day. Luckily for me, I had Venezuelan roommates, who
helped me pronounce and understand the new vocabulary. I persisted in formally
studying the language with my grammar book, and writing down unfamiliar words, as
well as speaking the language with native speakers every day.
After about a year and a half, native Spanish speakers began asking me if I was
Venezuelan. I was flattered, and I figured that I could stop studying every day, though I
continued to pick up new words and became more aware of slang and idioms. When it
came time to leave Venezuela, I felt like I had been speaking Spanish my whole life. I
could not remember learning it. It seemed like I had always spoken it.
After returning to the US, I began my college career in my home state of Oregon.
I tested out of 24 credits of Spanish and went straight into upper-level courses: film, and
literature. I was somewhat disappointed with the level of competence of my classmates
and even my professors. Many times the discussion was carried out in English, which
was frustrating for me. One time the class discussion was on indigenous populations and
oil drilling. I began a statement saying, ―Los indígenas…” my professor quickly
corrected me. ―Las!‖ I repeated ―Los,‖ again and she said ―Las!‖ even louder. I was
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using the correct article, and she was trying to correct me. After that experience, I
became a little bitter about taking more Spanish classes.
The next year I transferred to a university in Idaho with a stronger Spanish
program, where the upper-level classes consisted mostly of students who had had an
extended stay in a Spanish-speaking country. I was able to take only two classes at the
second university, but I thoroughly enjoyed each one. I felt that the professors were
competent speakers, who knew how to engage students in the learning process.
I graduated as a secondary teacher with a minor in Spanish. I thought that I
would start my teaching career in some high school in the Pacific Northwest of the
United States, but things did not work out that way. The first teaching job I had was
teaching English in South Korea. After briefly (and unsuccessfully) searching for a
secondary teaching job in the States, I looked into teaching overseas. Though I was
given books to teach from, there was no set curriculum, and I could teach any way I
wanted to. I was soon wishing that I had paid more attention to how my teachers had
taught me. I wanted my classroom to be communicative, but the students were often shy
and resisted speaking in front of their peers. I did not have an experienced teacher in
whom I could confide on matters of effective pedagogy. The first weeks and months
were difficult for me and for the students, but eventually the tensions began to ease.
I went on as best I could, doing what I thought was sound pedagogy when I could,
and doing what the students would let me when I could not. Overall, the experience was
positive, but my eyes were opened to many areas that I needed to work on.
After finishing my year in Korea, the foremost thought on my mind was that
though I had learned a second language, I did not know how to teach a second language
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effectively within the framework of communicative pedagogy. Second, I often felt that I
did not empathize with my students very well. Somehow I had forgotten how hard
learning a second language is. Third, I needed to learn how to motivate students in the
language classroom. I had many other areas in which I needed improvement; for these
reasons, I began searching for a program that I felt would assist me in overcoming these
deficiencies. Thus I arrived at Utah State University to begin the Master of Second
Language Teaching program.
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PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT
I plan to teach Spanish as a foreign language or ESL at the high school level in an
American high school system, either teaching teenagers in the US, or teaching ex-pats
overseas. I believe that most students take the required two years of foreign language,
and then promptly forget everything they have learned. I do not want this to happen to
my students. My primary purpose in pursuing the MSLT is to prepare myself to teach
my future students skills and knowledge that will benefit them for the rest of their lives.
This is a lofty goal, considering that most of my students will be in class only
because they will not graduate from high school if they fail Spanish. I want my students
to recognize and realize their great potential. I know that if my students are to be all that
they can be (despite the fact that most of them will not have the slightest idea of what that
is), I must push them out of their comfort zones. In my time in the MSLT program I have
received instruction on theory and practice that will enable me to reach my potential as a
language teacher. This portfolio is dedicated to my pursuit of becoming a more
proficient language teacher in an American high school setting.
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TEACHING PHILOSOPHY

Learning a second language is like constructing a house. The teacher is the
architect, the classroom the building site, and the learner the builder. No structurally
sound and complex house was built in a day; likewise it is impossible to learn a language
in a short period of time. A house must be built on a firm foundation; in language
teaching, the foundation is the mix of theory and experience that informs the instructor‘s
practice while teaching the language. For the learners, the foundation is their first
language and world experience. The goal of this portfolio is to demonstrate that in
second language learning, the schema constructed will last a lifetime.
As I look back on my experience of learning a second language, it is clear to me
that my most effective teachers were like architects. They had blueprints which they
gave to me. They then supported my attempts to use those blueprints as a guide in my
construction of Spanish. Now that I have had some language teaching experience, I have
come to realize that playing the role of architect is no easy task. During the year that I
taught English as a foreign language in South Korea, I realized that I lacked the necessary
training to be the architect. I could keep students busy, but I was not assisting them in
building their new language. Even though I had had great language teachers, I was
unable to duplicate the techniques that they used in helping me create Spanish.
When I was a student, effective teachers started out by helping me lay a
foundation upon which I could build. They reminded me that I had already been through
the process of learning a language, and that I could use this knowledge and experience to
facilitate my learning of Spanish. I was introduced to the wonderful world of cognates.
When I learned that paying attention was importante, and that those who did not pay
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attention might feel estúpido, I was extático. But I soon learned that I had to be careful
with cognates because there are some false friends. When one of my classmates
explained that he did not like to speak Spanish because he was embarazado, he really was
embarrassed when he found out that he had just said that he was pregnant.
After guiding me in my building of a foundation, my instructors began teaching
me how to use the blueprints to construct the language. They taught me the ins and outs
of grammar, effectively training me how to understand the blueprints. As I learned about
grammar, I also acquired new building materials on a daily basis. My instructors started
out with the basics: phonemes, morphemes, and syntax. At times I struggled to see how
they fit together, but just at the right moment a well-planned grammar lesson prepared me
to use the individual morphemes to construct a meaningful sentence.
As a part of the process, my instructors not only gave me the materials and taught
me how to use them; they taught me when to use them. This training in pragmatics
helped to ensure that I did not use bricks when I should have been using 2x4‘s. I learned
how to properly introduce myself, when to appropriately make a request, how to
successfully compliment another, and many other functional ways of using my growing
stock of materials. Having been through the process of constructing a language with the
help of my ‗architects,‘ I now find myself in their position. As a teacher, I am the
architect in charge of my own building site, faced with the challenge of assigning the
builders tasks that will enable them to construct a new language. The following
paragraphs will detail some of my ideas on how I will do this.
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Types of Instruction
Every great architect spent a considerable amount of time learning how to design
structures. Part of learning how to design structures is learning how to correctly use the
building materials. As a Spanish language teacher, my building materials will be my
knowledge of the components of language. This knowledge of language will allow me to
field questions on the correct order of clitic pronouns when both a direct object and an
indirect object pronoun appear in the same sentence, or why the feminine noun águila
takes a masculine definite article. I am in the process of building my knowledge of
materials and how to use them effectively to design structures; as I learn about various
theories and practices I can also determine which best fit my personality.
My students will benefit most from my classes if I can base my teaching practices
on sound pedagogical theory. The study of language teaching and learning has advanced
substantially in the last 60 years. Lee and VanPatten (2003) provide on overview of
language teaching over the last 60 years. They point out that before the turn of the 20th
century, classroom learning of languages was carried out following the grammar
translation method. In this approach, there was little to no expectation of students
actually speaking the language. Instead they used grammar to translate classical works.
Following WWII, Americans (especially the military) saw the need to be able to speak
foreign languages. This gave rise to the audiolingual method in which students practiced
producing the language through drills with a focus on correct production of the target
language. Beginning in the 1960‘s, a variety of language teaching methods came and
went. Some of the most popular were the silent way (students were not expected to
produce the language in the beginning stages), total physical response (students learned
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by watching and performing actions related to the words and phrases they were learning),
and suggestopedia (students activated the para-concious part of the mind through music
and other strategies). In the 1980‘s, researchers and teachers began advocating
communicative language teaching with a focus on students becoming competent in using
the language to communicate. Today, most research is done with the intent to find more
effective ways of teaching for communicative competence.
I do not believe that there is one correct approach to teaching language: from
grammar translation to suggestopedia to the communicative approach, all have their
virtues and disadvantages. I do not believe that one is so much better than the others that
it should be the sole approach to instruction. Despite the negative aspects of grammar
translation, it was used for hundreds of years and students learned what they needed…
but the world has changed, causing learners‘ needs to change as well. As a result of
globalization, there is a real need for bi- and multi-lingual people. In these days, people
learn another language so they can communicate meaningfully (carry out real-world
interactions) with native speakers of that language (Ballman, Liskin-Gasparro, &
Mandell, 2001).
An important aspect of language teaching that I believe is fundamental to
understand is input processing. VanPatten and Oikkenon (1996) define input processing
as learners converting input into intake. VanPatten (2004) differentiates between input
and intake, stating that input is everything that students understand, while intake is what
they internalize and can remember at a later time. In order to assist my students in
converting input to intake, I will need to design structured input activities, i.e., activities
that I have designed around carefully manipulated input so that learners are pushed away
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from inefficient processing strategies (Lee & VanPatten, 2003; VanPatten & Oikkenon,
1996; Wong, 2002). The principle behind using structured input in conjunction with
processing instruction is that as the architect, I will supply my students with the best
building materials available. To use a fairy tale reference, I do not want my students
using straw when they could be using bricks.
An example of a processing problem that Anglophones encounter as they are
learning Spanish is what Lee and VanPatten (2003) call the First Noun Principle:
―learners tend to process the first noun or pronoun they encounter in a sentence as the
subject or agent‖ (p. 15). English is more or less set as a SVO language, while Spanish is
more flexible. A sentence such as the following is very common in Spanish: Lo conoce
María, which translates to: Mary meets him (VanPatten, 1984). In English the object
comes last, but in Spanish it can come first. This often causes Anglophones to
misinterpret the Spanish sentence Lo conoce María as He meets Mary, which is incorrect.
To address this processing problem I will plan lessons that push my students away from
processing sentences the way that they do in English.
In order to help my students make the correct form-meaning connections when
dealing with this type of sentence in Spanish, I would lead students through a series of
activities similar to the following. First I would give students a series of pictures. These
pictures will be in sets of two with one picture showing an action and the other showing a
contrary action. Going back to the phrase Lo conoce María, one of the corresponding
pictures would show a girl meeting a boy (correct), and the other would show a boy
meeting a girl (incorrect). After looking at the pictures and the target phrase, students
will choose which picture represents the phrase Lo conoce María. This type of activity
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will assist students in moving away from processing the sentence as if it were an English
sentence. In my language artifact, I present a series of tasks that I have designed to push
Anglophones to process some aspects of Spanish syntax correctly.
Use of Class Time
Learning a language is no easy task; ACTFL postulates that the average
Anglophone will spend 480 hours in the classroom to learn a language similar to English
(Baxter, n.d.). Most foreign language classes at the secondary and tertiary levels meet for
four hours a week. In order to receive 480 hours of instruction, students have to attend
120 weeks of class. Most semesters are 15-16 weeks long, and if learners are taking two
semesters of foreign language instruction per academic year, it will take them four years
to achieve the 480 hours of language instruction.
An unfortunate characteristic of foreign language learning is that the great
majority of students are not encouraged to seek exposure to the target language outside of
class. The fact that foreign language learners have limited or no interaction in the target
language outside of class brings about two important issues for foreign language
instructors: 1) instructors must do everything possible to expose learners to large amounts
of the target language in the classroom, and 2) instructors must provide learners with
opportunities to interact in the target language outside of class.
To address the issue of providing learners with extensive amounts of the target
language, instructors must first and foremost conduct class in the target language
(Ballman, Liskin-Gasparro, & Mandell, 2001). By using the target language extensively
in the classroom, teachers not only provide students with target language input, but also
reinforce students‘ use of the target language (Ballman, Liskin-Gasparro, & Mandell). It
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is important that students know and agree with the expectation that the target language
will be the main medium of communication in the classroom. It is undeniably difficult to
comprehend a language when one has only rudimentary language skills. For this reason,
it is necessary that instructors make their input comprehensible (Lee & VanPatten, 2003).
Teachers can make input comprehensible, an idea originally put forth by Krashen
(1982), in several ways: slowing the rate of speech; using high frequency vocabulary and
limited slang and idioms; using short and simple sentences with frequent repetition;
giving learners a choice of responses within a posed question (Did you do homework or
watch TV?); and repeating scenarios so that students have daily encounters with
particular topics (Lee & VanPatten, 2003). The goal of these types of practices in the L2
classroom is that the input will be easier to process and that certain forms are more
salient. When teachers employ these strategies, learners will be more likely to interact in
the target language.
Although instructors are an important source of target language input, it is also
important that students are interacting with each other in the target language, thus
generating additional input for one another (Brown, 2007). An effective technique in
getting learners to interact in the target language is to provide them with task-based
activities (Ballman, Liskin-Gasparro, & Mandell, 2001). Task-based activities have three
components: 1) they are learner centered, requiring students to interact with each other in
order to successfully complete the activity; 2) they focus on meaningful exchanges of
information; and 3) they guide learners through a series of steps that culminate in a
concrete representation of the information that students have shared or gathered
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(Ballman, Liskin-Gasparro, & Mandell). As stated earlier, the key is that students are
interacting with each other in the target language, thus making effective use of class time.
Wise use of class time will facilitate the development of target language skills, but
if instructors can facilitate interaction with the target language outside of class, learners
will progress even faster. In many cases, chances to interact in the target language
outside of class are slim to none. One way that foreign language instructors can provide
students with opportunities to interact with the target language outside of class is through
reading. Literacy in the L1 is one of the strongest predictors of academic success (Grabe,
2009). I believe that literacy in the L2 is just as important, though reading in foreign
language classrooms is not especially prevalent (Day & Bamford, 1998).
When reading is taught in the L2 classroom, the focus is on intensive reading
activities (Grabe, 2009). Intensive reading focuses on syntax and grammar, vocabulary,
text structure, and other comprehension strategies. The texts that instructors assign for
intensive reading activities tend to be of a challenging nature, so this type of reading is
after a laborious process with students doing a relatively small amount of reading (Weil,
2011). Weil argues that while intensive reading has its place, in itself it does little to set
students on a path to truly skillful reading. On the other hand, extensive reading of high
interest texts that do not exceed a reader‘s current ability, done with a focus on
enjoyment, fluency development, and endurance, combined with the use of vocabulary
logs, discussion groups, and content-based writing tasks is likely to go a long way
towards cultivating capable readers at the same time that it improves other aspects of
language proficiency.
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Though extensive reading is rarely part of the foreign language curriculum, I
believe that reading extensively is an excellent way in which L2 students can improve
their proficiency in the target language. When I teach in my own classroom I plan to
integrate an extensive reading component into the curriculum. In my literacy artifact, I
elaborate on how I believe this can be done in an ESL classroom.
Beliefs Regarding Processing
The approaches I use will depend on my beliefs regarding processing. Chomsky
(1957) claims that humans are born with the innate ability to learn a language; I believe
that this explains the acquisition of the first language. However, second language
acquisition in the classroom is very different from what happens when we acquire our
first language. Factors such as age and cognitive ability influence the learning process.
While there is probably a time in life when people are generally more successful at
picking up a second language (Abello-Contesse, 2009), in my experience it has not
seemed that the innate ability to learn the first language is so readily available in the
second language.
Like Krashen (1982), I believe that second language acquisition follows a
developmental sequence. Lightbown and Spada (2006) outline several areas in which
learners follow a nearly universal sequence of acquisition: negation, questions, possessive
determiners, relative clauses, and reference to past. The relationship between
constructing a building and learning a language is obvious in this respect. In the case of a
building, the foundation must come first. In language there may not be a specific
component which must come first, but there is definitely a natural order in which certain
aspects are normally acquired. By keeping the developmental sequences of Anglophones
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learning Spanish in mind, and presenting forms and structures in the order that they are
normally acquired, I will aid students in keeping their affective filter low (Krashen,
1982). The idea of the affective filter is an important concept in second language
acquisition. Krashen hypothesizes that the affective filter is an impediment to language
learning caused by negative emotional—affective—responses to one‘s environment.
When learners‘ affective filters are high, they are less likely to comprehend input.
According to Krashen, a major factor that raises the affective filter is anxiety.
One thing I can do as a Spanish teacher to keep students‘ affective filters low is to
teach grammar according to their developmental sequence of learning. The acquisition of
the copula verbs ser and estar can be used as an example of the developmental sequences
of Spanish. VanPatten (1985) postulates that Anglophones pass through at least three
stages in acquiring ser and estar. First, they use only one copula in nearly all instances, it
is usually ser. Second, they begin to consistently use estar with location, but continue
using ser in all other instances. Third, learners consistently use estar with adjectives of
condition. Following this sequence of acquisition, it would be most efficient for me to
focus more energy and class time on the correct usages of ser before moving on to the
correct usage of estar. Later on, I would introduce the use of estar to indicate location.
And finally, I would expose my students to uses of estar with adjectives of condition.
This is not a magic formula that will guarantee that my students will correctly use ser and
estar, but it will make class less frustrating for them and for me. I will not be trying to go
against the grain by teaching them in a sequence that most Anglophones do not naturally
follow in acquiring ser and estar. This will be only one way in which I attempt to keep
students‘ affective filters low.
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Another important factor concerning developmentally sensitive pedagogy is how
comfortable students feel in the learning environment. Vygotsky (1962) proposed the
concept of the Zone of Proximal Development in which he postulated that learners will
progress further if the given task is within their ability (not too easy, not too hard), and
they have help. In other words, learner‘s language performance with others exceeds what
the learner is able to do alone; advanced learners (or the teacher) can assist less advanced
learners. As students work together, there will not be as much pressure on individuals
allowing individual students to feel more comfortable and thus accomplish more.
An example of students working together to accomplish more than they could
have individually comes from the Reading 2 class that I have been teaching as a GI. An
important reading skill is the ability to summarize; however, it is not easy for second
language learners to concisely and accurately summarize a reading (Grabe, 2009). The
first day that we worked on summarizing in class, I first led a discussion on what it means
to summarize, then modeled how to summarize a paragraph to the class, and then gave
them the opportunity to individually summarize a paragraph. I was not expecting the
students to do very well as this was their first attempt at summarizing; however, the
results were even less than I expected. Some students gave four word summaries while
others essentially rewrote the paragraph. I quickly deduced that the task was too difficult
for them as individuals. I again modeled how to summarize a paragraph and then had
them work in pairs to summarize a new paragraph. This time students performed much
better. I believe they were successful for two reasons: the more advanced learners helped
their weaker partners and working as pairs allowed them to pool their knowledge.
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In my classroom, I should be doing everything possible to be in control of the
learning environment making sure that students do not feel threatened by tasks that
appear too difficult. However, I will not be the only one who can help students learn. As
I have mentioned, students can help each other to learn in many different way.
Interaction
In language classrooms, it is beneficial and necessary that a large percentage of
the activities be based on interaction. This should not just be interaction between me and
my students; they should interact with each other as well (Lee & VanPatten, 2003). One
form of interaction that I have found to be very effective is to redirect student questions
directed at me to other learners in the class. My expectation in allowing other students in
the class to answer questions is that they will learn to rely on each other for support in the
learning process, thus becoming a community of learners (Rogoff, Matusov, & White,
1996).
Redirecting student questions to other students enables them to scaffold for each
other. The concept of scaffolding has long been an integral part of learning and in second
language acquisition it is especially important. Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) describe
scaffolding as a
process that enables a … novice to solve a problem, carry out a task or achieve a
goal which would be beyond his unassisted efforts. This scaffolding consists
essentially of the [teacher] controlling those elements of the task that are initially
beyond the learner‘s capacity, thus permitting him to concentrate upon and
complete… those elements that are with in his range of competence. (p. 90)
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I will be responsible for ensuring that students receive adequate support in order to be
able to communicate in the second language. I will do this by providing the support
myself, and by teaching the students how to scaffold for each other.
Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) provide a useful model for effective scaffolding.
For them it is a six-part process. They begin their explanation with the concept of
recruitment, which for them means to get the learner interested in the task. Next, is
reduction of degrees of freedom, which is simplifying the task by limiting the number of
tasks required to reach the solution. In many cases, the teacher will supply additional
information to fill in gaps in student knowledge. Then comes direction maintenance or
keeping the students on task and motivated. If designed effectively, the task itself
provides the necessary motivation. Next, is marking critical features, which is achieved
by focusing the learners only on those aspects of the task that are relevant. Then comes
frustration control in which the instructor mediates the situation in such a manner as to
limit feelings of hopelessness. Finally, demonstration is used in order to provide the
learners with an example of what they are expected to produce. There is no particular
order that these steps should be used, in fact, in many situations several steps will be used
simultaneously; the important thing is that instructors are facilitating learning.
It is unusual and difficult for one person to build a house without outside help.
Many people are involved in the process, at the very least the architect and a crew of
workers. I am the architect and the crew of workers is the entire class. Each student will
be unique; each will have diverse talents and skills which can be used to collaboratively
construct the target language. We will be a community of learners in which all are active,
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no one having all the responsibility, and no one being passive (Rogoff, Matusov, &
White, 1996).
In building a house, there are many interrelated skills such as: framing, wiring,
plumbing, insulating, flooring, and cabinetry. Usually different workers complete the
tasks of their specialty. In the language classroom, learners will not take sole
responsibility for one particular aspect of the language, but because some students will
excel in one area of acquisition while others excel in other areas, they will be able to help
each other. Some students may have good pronunciation, while others are able to capture
grammar principles without much effort. In creating a community of learners, I will keep
in mind individual students‘ strengths and weaknesses as I pair them up for practice or
place them in groups. Throughout the process, I will be there to guide and direct their
development.
Role of Feedback
In the language classroom errors are inevitable; most scholars agree that making
errors is a necessary part of acquiring a second language. Errors can be quite useful
because they reflect patterns of learners‘ developing interlanguage (Selinker, 1972),
showing where they have over-generalized or made a transfer error (Lightbown & Spada,
2006). It is important for a teacher to make it clear that errors are not bad, that they can
even denote progress.
In my experience, language instructors subscribe to one of two extremes: too
much correction, or no correction. There should be a healthy balance of ignoring errors
(in the case of errors that are based on developmental sequences) and explicitly
correcting them (in the case of errors that are persistent, or shared by most members of
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the class). I cannot expect that once I inform my students that they are making an error
they will immediately stop and never make that error again (Lightbown & Spada, 2006).
I must be patient. Students cannot be made to feel that an error is the end of the world,
and on the other hand they cannot be allowed to plow blindly ahead while their
interlocutors wait in polite befuddlement. Brown (2007), quoting Hendrickson (1980),
suggests that before a correction is made, the instructor should discern whether the error
is local or global. It is not as necessary to correct local errors because they usually do not
make comprehension impossible. However, global errors may cause a breakdown in
communication and need to be corrected in order for comprehension to occur.
In language classrooms, instructors use many different types of feedback to
address both local and global errors. Lyster and Ranta (1997) identify six types
commonly found in L2 classrooms: explicit correction, recast, clarification request,
metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, and repetition. Instructors usually give explicit
correction by directly indicating that a local error was made and then providing learners
with the correct form. An example of this type of correction would be telling a student
that the word ‗runned‘ does not exist and then giving the correct form of ‗ran.‘ Another
way that teachers inform students that they have committed an error is through recasts.
Recasts are most often used to correct local errors and are simply a repetition of a
student‘s incorrect utterance in the correct manner: ―I runned there.‖ ―I ran there.‖ A
less explicit manner of correcting errors is carried out by means of a clarification
request—asking students to repeat what they have just said because the meaning is
unclear. Clarification requests are often used when learners have committed a global
error. For example if a student says, ―Eated I two the old day‖ an instructor could ask,
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―You ate what? When?‖ Metalinguistic feedback is a type of feedback that language
instructors use with more advanced learners when they commit a local error. Instructors
indicate that there is an error and provide grammatical terminology that refers to the
nature of the error: ―I runned there.‖ ―Run is irregular in the past tense.‖ When
instructors use elicitation they specifically ask for the correct form when a learner has
committed a local error: ―I runned there‖ ―How do we say run in the past tense?‖ A final
type of feedback used to facilitate correction of local errors is repetition in which the
teacher repeats an erroneous utterance highlighting the error: ―I runned there‖ ―Runned?‖
Some errors severely impede comprehension of meaning. Guntermann (1978)
reports that native speakers of Spanish misinterpret utterances that contain two errors of
tense and person 100% of the time.

She also reports that sentences containing two

errors of tense, two errors of mode, or errors in the use of ser, estar, or haber, were
misinterpreted at least 50% of the time. I must therefore concentrate corrective feedback
on these types of errors.
When correcting individuals I need to seek balance -- not too much, not too little.
If I bombard my students with interruptions and corrections, they will most likely quit
trying to produce the language. On the other hand, if I let my students carry on while I
ignore all errors and pretend that I understand when in actuality I do not, learners will
believe that they are doing well, and thus will persist in making errors and most likely
fossilize in their incorrect usage (Brown, 2007).
Perhaps students will not share my views on error correction. When I was
learning Spanish, I wanted my teachers to correct every error I made. Schulz (2001)
relates that this is the case for many language learners; she reports that nearly 90% of the
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students she surveyed wanted and expected explicit error correction from their teachers.
My goal in any language classroom is to bring my perspectives and those of my students
into agreement. In order to do this, I will dedicate some time at the beginning of each
semester to a candid class discussion on what the students expect from me as their
teacher in regards to feedback. Part of this discussion will be based on the difference
between error correction -- an explicit correction when the error occurs -- and corrective
feedback -- feedback given to alert the learner that an error has occurred coupled with
information on how to correct said error (Dabaghi, 2008). In my culture artifact, I
delineate how I will facilitate this discussion on error correction and corrective feedback.
Corrective feedback and error correction are important aspects of language
teaching. I agree with the foreign language teachers that Schulz (2001) surveyed in that
for eventual mastery, students need to receive explicit correction on errors. However,
this needs to be done in a manner that is in line with student expectations; if not, the
results of my corrective feedback could cause learners to lose interest in the target
language.
Creating Interest in the Target Language
As I plan to teach Spanish at the high school level, I know that student motivation
will be an issue in my classrooms. Many of my students will be anything but intrinsically
motivated. In the majority of cases, they will be there to get the necessary two years of
language out of the way so they can get into college. I understand that attitude because it
is the same attitude that I had when I was in high school. I need to engage and inspire
them to learn a new language. The benefits of learning a language are numerous. For
example, according to ACTFL (What does research show, n.d.), bilinguals have many
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advantages over their monolingual counterparts, from scoring better on standardized tests
to developing an appreciation of the culture associated with the languages that they
speak. However, the important issue is: Which of all the known benefits will motivate
my students to apply themselves? I know that my actions and beliefs in the classroom
will affect my students‘ attitudes toward learning the target language. Learning a
language is difficult, and students are likely to think that they will never become
proficient enough to actually accomplish anything in the target language. I must
demonstrate that this is not true; they can acquire the ability to function in the target
language.
This will not be a fast process, but if I am effective and students are persistent,
they will eventually gain the ability to speak, listen, read, and write in Spanish. As Lee
and VanPatten (2003) say, second language acquisition is dynamic, but slow. As they
assert, the key is that learners receive large amounts of comprehensible input, not only
from me, but from each other as well (Lee & VanPatten). As I mentioned earlier,
learners will progress in their acquisition of Spanish roughly following the same
developmental sequence (VanPatten, 1985). In order to maintain student motivation and
interest, it is imperative that the students see that they are making gains in the target
language (Brosh, 1996).
Teaching Spanish is challenging, yet fulfilling to me. I believe that I have an
advantage because I once was a beginning language learner. I have experienced building
a new language under the tutelage of competent architects. My hope is that in every
classroom in which I am in charge, I will be able to put in practice the training I have
received in the MSLT and effectively guide learners in their construction of Spanish.
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LANGUAGE ARTIFACT
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INTRODUCTION TO AND REFLECTION ON THE LANGUAGE ARTIFACT
APPLYING PROCESSING INSTRUCTION IN THE SECONDARY SPANISH
CLASSROOM

Language teachers use countless techniques to facilitate the language learning
process. In this artifact I discuss my perception on how to use one of these techniques—
Processing Instruction—in the secondary Spanish classroom. This artifact originated in
my Linguistic Analysis class with Dr. Lackstrom. I first define Processing Instruction,
and then outline how to teach Anglophones to use (or not use) subject pronouns and
direct and indirect object pronouns.

I remember when I began learning Spanish it was an arduous and frustrating
endeavor. I put tremendous amounts of effort into studying and speaking the language
and at the beginning the process was so slow that at times I felt that I was making no
progress. Thankfully my hard work paid off and with time I was able to speak Spanish
fluently. I attribute a large measure of my success in Spanish to my opportunity to live in
Venezuela for nearly two years. I was around a few other native speakers of English, but
I always spoke in Spanish; I dreamed in Spanish, I talked to myself in Spanish, and I
purposefully avoided speaking English.
On the eve of my return to the US, I was contemplating my proficiency in Spanish
(which was good enough that I could trick most people into believing that I was a
Venezuelan), and how it had come about. At that point in time, it felt as if I had been
speaking Spanish my whole life; I could not remember how I had learned it, it just
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seemed like I knew Spanish as I knew English. When people would ask me why I said
something a certain way in Spanish, I often responded ―Because it sounds right.‖
Knowing that this type of response does not help much, I realized that I needed to
do something in order to be prepared for the questions that my students would inevitably
ask me. Writing this paper has helped me to remember my own learning experience and
has provided me with the opportunity to become intimately familiar with Spanish
pronouns. I now feel prepared to address student questions relating to Spanish pronouns.
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LANGUAGE ARTIFACT:
APPLYING PROCESSING INSTRUCTION IN THE SECONDARY SPANISH
CLASSROOM

Strategies for teaching a second language have evolved substantially in the past
150 years. Moving from grammar translation to audio-lingualism to communicative
methodologies, the profession of second language teaching has been anything but static.
VanPatten and Cadierno‘s (1993) ideas on how to teach language have provided a
framework for many studies. Numerous studies have tried to prove or disprove their
theories on input processing and processing instruction.
The stated goal of processing instruction (PI) ―is to help L2 learners derive richer
intake from input by having them engage in structured input activities that push them
away from the strategies they normally use to make form-meaning connections‖ (Wong,
2004, p. 33). PI is a type of explicit grammar instruction based on a model of how L2
learners process input in the second language to make form-meaning connections
(Wong). For various reasons, the strategies that L2 learners use are not always efficient,
and sometimes they are outright wrong. Thus, the purpose of utilizing PI strategies is to
lead learners away from ineffective or less effective strategies towards the most optimal
means of making form-meaning connections.
This method is unique among methods that focus on form because before any
form is taught, the ineffective or less effective strategy that learners use to obtain that
form is identified. Once the ineffective strategy is known, activities are then created to
assist the learners in processing the input more efficiently. Before teaching any
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grammatical form or structure, the question to ask is: How can the input be manipulated
so that learners pay attention to the form being taught?
Before going any further, it is necessary to give the definitions of some terms that
are commonly used when discussing PI. As VanPatten uses it, the term processing refers
to making a connection between form and meaning (VanPatten, 2004). In other words, a
learner notes a form and at the same time determines its meaning. The connection is not
necessarily complete; many aspects of grammar are much too complex for the learners to
make a complete connection. VanPatten makes it clear that processing is not the same as
perception or noticing. According to him, perception refers only to the ―acoustic signal
registration that happens to all auditory stimuli‖ (VanPatten, p. 6). Noticing is a
conscious registration of a form, but not necessarily with any meaning attached.
According to these explanations, perception and noticing can both take place without the
learners having actually processed anything.
Another important term associated with PI is intake. Intake is applied to the part
of input that is processed in the working memory and then made available for further
processing. It is important to know that intake can and often does include data that has
been processed incorrectly, especially when the wrong form-meaning connection has
been made. Also, intake does not imply that data has been internalized (VanPatten,
2004)
Now that the terms are known, the nature of processing instruction can be
explained. VanPatten (1996) put forth his Three Sets of Processes in Second Language
Acquisition, which he graphically represents in the following figure:
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Figure 1. Processes in Second Language Acquisition
I

II

III

Input → Intake → Developing System → Output
Step I is where input processing (IP) takes place. This is the process whereby
learners connect meaning with grammatical forms; also included in IP is the process of
interpreting the role of nouns as they relate to verbs (VanPatten, 2004). In other words
this is the stage in which the learner converts input into intake by making form-meaning
connections. Step II is where forms that have been processed (correctly or incorrectly)
may be accommodated into the developing system. According to VanPatten, the
accommodated form could cause repercussions in the grammar. An example of this
would be U-shaped development wherein a learner first uses a form correctly, then
(perhaps because of an accommodated form) uses it incorrectly before finally returning to
proper usage. After learners make a meaningful connection with a grammatical form and
accommodate it into the developing system step III, which is access, can occur
(VanPatten). The following is a more summary of these steps (VanPatten, 2004):
I = input processing: the conversion of input to intake
II = accommodation, restructuring: incorporation of intake into developing system
III = access
Input processing occurs only in the first step and involves converting input into intake.
The input processing model contains a set of principles that, among other things,
explains what learners attend to in the input and why; which strategies direct how formmeaning connections are made; and why some form-meaning connections are made
before others. Principle 1 states that learners process input for meaning before they
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process it for form (VanPatten, 2004). This means that learners will first pay attention to
items in the input that are essential for understanding referential meaning before
attempting to understand items that carry less meaning. According to this principle,
context words will most likely be what learners process first. A sub-principle clarifies
that learners will be more able to attend to forms that are less meaningful if they do not
have to struggle to understand the meaning of the message (VanPatten). Principle 2, also
known as the First Noun Principle, is that learners tend to process the first noun or
pronoun they encounter in a sentence as the subject or agent, (VanPatten). According to
this principle, when the target language does not follow a strict SVO sentence order, there
will be processing problems for Anglophones (Wong, 2004). This causes learners to
have a tendency to interpret the first noun or pronoun that they encounter as the subject of
the sentence. Another sub principle deals with how the position of a form often affects if
or how well it is processed. Barcroft and VanPatten (1997), in concordance with Rosa
and O‘Neil (1998), have determined that forms that come first in a sentence are processed
first while a form that comes last in the sentence will be the next to be processed, and a
form in the middle of a sentence will be processed last. It is important to remember that
due to the demand of processing, many learners, especially in the beginning stages of
instruction, have so much difficulty processing the first form that they never get to the
other forms.
According to Wong (2004), there are three important characteristics of
processing instruction. First, the instructor gives explicit information (EI) on how the
target linguistic form or structure works. Second, as this is done, the instructor is careful
to present only one form or use at a time. Learners are also warned about any IP
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strategies that might induce them to process the input incorrectly. The third and final step
of PI is carried out by providing structured input (SI) activities. The most important
characteristic of structured input activities is that the input is modified in such a manner
as to steer learners away from strategies that impede uptake. This pushes learners to
make the correct form-meaning connections. SI activities do not include output, the
focus is only on input and on assisting the learners in making form-meaning connections.
When an instructor is preparing SI activities, there are certain ideas to keep in
mind. Just because an activity is input-based does not mean it contains structured input.
The fact that the activity does not require learners to produce output does not mean that it
contains SI. The key is that the activity must push learners away from less efficient
strategies towards the most efficient manner of processing the target form or structure.
The first and most important step in developing SI activities is to identify and
understand the processing problem students typically encounter while attempting to learn
the form or structure in question. Perhaps the best way to do this is to run through a
series of questions: Why are learners having problems processing a particular form?
What strategies are they using that are causing them to process this form inefficiently or
incorrectly? Is it caused by lexical items, word order, location, or possibly a combination
of several factors (Wong, 2004)? If the problem in processing is not identified, it will be
impossible to create SI activities for that particular form or structure. After the problem
has been identified, the instructor will create activities in which the input has been
structured in such a way that the learners cannot rely on less than efficient strategies to
complete the activity successfully (Wong).
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The second step is to follow the guidelines for developing SI activities. In 1993
VanPatten and Cadierno first put forth guidelines for correctly developing SI activities,
since then VanPatten along with other colleagues has expanded them (Lee & VanPatten,
1995; VanPatten & Wong, 2004). In their current state, there are six guidelines for
developing SI activities:
1. Present one thing at a time. Processing a second language is difficult, and it
stands to reason that the less learners have to process in a certain situation, the easier it
will be for them to process the input. Thus, the focus of instruction should be on only
one function or form at a time. Lee and VanPatten (1995) point out that this means that
many paradigms that are regularly used in second language instruction must be broken up
so that only one form or usage is presented at a time. In the Spanish classroom, this
would mean breaking up the ever so common conjugation chart. Breaking things up also
lessens the likelihood that learners will be overburdened by too much explanation and
description about the rules (Lee & VanPatten).
2. Keep meaning in focus. Exposure to meaning-bearing input is essential in
order for acquisition to occur. In other words, the input must contain some kind of
referential meaning or communicative input, and learners must successfully process it in
order to complete SI activities. If learners can complete a task without giving any
attention to the referential meaning of the input, then it is not an SI activity.
3. Move from sentences to connected discourse. Learners of a second language
have a limited capability to process input; this is especially true in the beginning stages.
A sub principle of VanPatten‘s (2004) model of input processing informs us that learners
can process input for form only if their processing resources are not completely depleted
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after processing the input for meaning (VanPatten). Taking into account this knowledge
of cognitive processes in beginners, instructors should begin with short sentences. The SI
will highlight a certain form or structure, and keeping the sentences short will allow
students to process first for meaning, and then for form. If they are given a paragraph
they will exhaust all their capacity to process on meaning, leaving them incapable of
processing for form.
4. Use both oral and written input. In order to learn a language, all learners need
oral input. Strictly using oral input however does not address the needs of learners who
are more visual, who would benefit from seeing the input. Lee and VanPatten (1995)
discuss how neglecting to expose learners to written input can put visual learners at a
disadvantage. Also, using oral and written input in SI activities exposes the students to
more input, allowing them more time make form-meaning connections.
5. Have learners do something with the input. An important aspect of
communicative language teaching is that activities must be meaningful and purposeful.
Giving SI activities a purpose requires students to attend to the input because if they do
not, they will not be able to complete the activity. A good way to insure that students are
attending to the input is to call for students to respond in a way that demonstrates that
they actually have processed the form or structure.
6. Keep learners’ processing strategies in mind. As mentioned earlier, the stated
goal of PI is to guide students towards more efficient strategies for processing than they
would normally use if they did not receive PI. Therefore, this is perhaps the most
important of these six guidelines. Before SI activities can be constructed, the processing
strategies that learners use to process the target form or structure must be identified. If
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the activity is not constructed in such a way as to prevent inefficient processing
strategies, then it cannot be considered an SI activity.
In PI, two types of SI activities are used: referential and affective. Referential
activities are those that have a specific right answer. This allows the instructor to
ascertain if the learner has made the correct form-meaning connection and requires
learners to pay attention to form in order to acquire meaning. Affective activities do not
have a right answer, they elicit students‘ opinions or beliefs or some other affective
response that indicates that they are actively processing information about the real world
(Wong, 2004).
Due to the nature of these activities, it is logical that those that are referential
come first in the lesson, followed by those that are affective. Referential activities with
their focus on grammatical forms or structures ensure that students make the formmeaning connections. Affective activities then supply learners with opportunities to
strengthen those connections through seeing or hearing the form in meaningful contexts.
The affective activities also permit instructors to keep a focus on the learner (Wong,
2004).
Lee and Benati (2007) not only affirm that PI is an effective strategy to teach
foreign language, but that it is more effective than traditional instruction (TI). Upon
reviewing the major studies that have been conducted using PI as the mode of instruction,
they conclude that PI is a more effective approach to grammar instruction than TI
because it has a direct effect on the learner‘s ability to process input. According to Lee
and Benati, PI assists students in gaining the ability to interpret sentences not only more
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efficiently, but also more correctly; they hold PI directly responsible for the learners‘
improved ability to process.
PI focuses on input, but Lee and Benati (2007) hold that it aids L2 learners in
producing the targeted form or structure during output practice. As has been mentioned a
key component to PI is that students are not required to produce any output, because the
focus is on input. Lee and Benati conclude that learners who received PI performed as
well as learners who received TI on various production tasks. This is a noteworthy
finding considering that in this study, the PI groups were never asked to produce the
target forms or structures.
When dealing with any form or structure in the target language, the first thing a
teacher should do is ascertain if learners will face a processing problem due to inefficient
or incorrect processing strategies. If this is the case, the instructor then needs to develop
activities that steer the learners away from the inefficient strategies towards more
effective ways of acquisition (Lee & VanPatten, 2003; VanPatten & Cadierno 1993;
Wong, 2002).
A processing problem that Anglophones face when learning Spanish is that they
rely on subject pronouns (SP‘s) to determine the subject of a sentence. In Spanish, SP‘s
are rarely used, Davidson (1996) reports that only 20% of the time an SP appears in a
sentence when native Spanish speakers are conversing. Spanish speakers recognize the
subject of the sentence by the verb endings. Simply put, this is the problem:
Anglophones rely on the SP to determine the subject, not the morphological verb
endings, and thus overuse SP‘s when speaking Spanish.
The following table illustrates both Spanish and English subject pronouns.
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Table 1. Spanish/English Subject Pronouns
Spanish
yo
tú
usted
el, ella (ello)
nosotros, -as
vosotros, -as
ustedes
ellos, -as

English
I
you
he/she/it
we
you
they

Spanish is a pro-drop language, that is, a language in which the subject pronoun can be
left out of the sentence. When the subject is not mentioned explicitly in a sentence, it is a
null subject sentence (Koike & Klee, 2003).
Students will be introduced to SP‘s early in their study of Spanish, usually on
their first day in class. The common strategy used to present them is to give students a
chart with the English SP‘s and their corresponding Spanish counterparts, something like
Table 1 above. They are most often taught in conjunction with the morphological verb
endings. If this is the case, students receive at least ten Spanish SP‘s, and at least five
verb endings, totaling 15 new forms that they must process all at the same time. Not only
does this violate the first guideline for structured input activities -- present one item at a
time (Wong, 2002) -- it does nothing to deter Anglophones from overusing SP‘s.
The first step in teaching about Spanish SP‘s is to teach that they are not
necessary once the subject of the sentence is in focus in the mind of the interlocutors.
The following sequence of activities is one way that students could be made aware of the
null subject.
Activity A. Elena y Tomás. (The students will be given two sets of drawings
depicting the normal daily activities of two people: Elena and Tomas.) Look at the
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drawings of events from a typical day in the lives of Elena and Tomas. Listen as your
instructor reads a sentence. Say whether the activity is part of Elena or Tomas’ daily
routine. Please notice that after the first sentence, there is no subject or subject pronoun.
MODEL: (you hear) Juega con el perro.
(you say) Es Elena.
Activity A has several components of structured input. First, the sentences are all
very simple, one subject, one verb, one object. Processing instruction calls for a
sequence of activities that start on the sentence level, and the sequence must be simple
enough that students are able to process it. Second, the morphological verb changes are
all in the same tense, third person singular. This follows the admonition to present only
one form or structure at a time. Third, this is oral input; structured input activities should
have both oral and written input. As this is only the first in a sequence of activities, there
is no written output yet. Finally, meaning is the focus of this activity, students will not be
able to complete the activity correctly unless they pay attention to the third person
singular form of the verb, and are able to process it (Lee & VanPatten, 2003; VanPatten,
1993; Wong, 2002). The next activity will introduce written input.
Activity B. ¿En qué órden? Without referring to the drawings about Elena’s
day, number the following activities in the correct order in which she does them.
__a. Juega con el perro.
__b. Desayuna café con leche.
__c. Se acuesta a las once.
__d. Trabaja en un laboratorio por la tarde.
__e. Lee su correo electrónico.
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Now compare with the drawings. Did you get them all in the correct order?
Activity B includes the written input. All of the other components of structured
input activities mentioned above are also used in the second activity. This activity is also
preparing students to move on to connected discourse. Structured input activities should
move from the sentence to the discourse level (Lee & VanPatten, 2003; VanPatten, 1993;
Wong, 2002).
Activity C. Un alumno típico/a. Read the following sentences, are they true for
students at your school?
El alumno típco/a…

Verdad

Falso

1. Se levanta a las seis y media.

__

__

2. No desayuna.

__

__

3. Camina a la escuela.

__

__

4. Duerme por lo menos en una de sus clases.

__

__

5. Se acuesta después de la medianoche.

__

__

Now your instructor will read each statement, if it is true for you, raise your hand. A
tally of the class’ responses should be kept on the board. What is typical of your school?
The discourse in this third activity is semi-connected, preparing students to better
comprehend Activity D which involves connected discourse. Also, students must do
something with the information.
Activity D. Un día normal en la vida de Panchito.
Step 1. Break into small groups (two or three per group) and listen as your
instructor reads a short narration.
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Step 2. With your group members, give as many details as you can remember by
completing the following sentences. The group with the most details wins. You
will have three minutes to complete the task after your instructor finishes the
narration.
1. Panchito se levanta a las ___________.
2. Se requiere ___________ para despertarse completamente.
3. Prefiere no ____________ por la mañana.
4. Va a la __________ para trabajar.
5. Después del trabajo, _____________ hasta las tres y media.
[The following is the narration read by the instructor: Panchito es
estudiante en X Universidad. La mayoría del tiempo se levanta a las ocho
pero le cuesta porque a él no le gusta la mañana. Para estar
completamente despierto necesita tomar tres tazas de café. Al tomar su
café, lee el periódico en silencio porque prefiere no hablar con nadie por la
mañana hasta que esté completamente despierto. A veces se atrasa porque
tiene que salir para el trabajo faltando un cuarto para las nueve. Trabaja
en una fábrica de zapatos. Sale del trabajo a las doce y media y va
directamente a la biblioteca para estudiar hasta las tres y media cuando
comienza su primera clase.]
The Activity D is the connected discourse that the other activities have been
preparing the students to be able to process.
Activity E. ¿Qué debe pasar? Read the following paragraph in preparation to
discuss it with a classmate.
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Marisabel nos dijo que su papá no le va a pagar una vacación de esquí
porque cree que ya es adulta y debe pagar sus propios gastos. Pero ella
opina que mientras esté estudiando en la facultad, merece la ayuda de él
porque siempre ha trabajado duro en sus clases y él tiene recursos y no
ella. En realidad es una buena hija y es responsable siempre asume sus
propias deudas. Pero él es muy terco y tiene miedo de que sea engreída y
no trabajadora.
With a partner discuss what you believe Marisabel’s father should do. Make
sure you back up your opinions with facts from the reading.
Activity E, the last of this series, brings a very important aspect into the lesson:
allowing students to express personal beliefs (Lee & VanPatten, 2003; VanPatten, 1993;
Wong, 2002). This sequence of activities was designed following the guidelines for
structured input activities: present one thing at a time, keep meaning in focus, move from
sentences to connected discourse, use both oral and written input, and finally, have
learners do something with the input (Lee & VanPatten, 2003). The focus of this series
of activities has been subject pronouns. Next, the direct and indirect object pronouns of
Spanish will be discussed with a focus on assisting learners‘ processing double pronouns.
Pronominalization occurs when noun phrases (NP‘s) are changed into pronouns
(Whitley, 2002) and it is used extensively in Spanish. The same process occurs in
English, but there are not many similarities after that. The Spanish direct objects (DO‘s)
and indirect objects (IO‘s) can be expressed as clitic pronouns, or pronouns that must be
attached to another word in some way because they have no meaning unless attached to
another word (SIL Glossary of Linguistic Terms). Quite often in Spanish DO‘s and IO‘s
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are used in the same sentence in a sequence. Anglophones struggle to use them in
acceptable combinations. Traditionally, in textbooks, the rule ―IO before DO,‖ has been
used. In most cases, this ‗rule‘ works, but not always. More than 150 years ago Bello
(1847, as cited in Whitley, 1958) pointed out contradictions to this ‗rule‘. Though Bello
recognized a problem, he offered no solution. Perlmutter (1971) suggested what he
called a Surface-Structure Constraint. His postulation acts as a filter that allows only
certain combinations of clitics to be used. The following table adapted from Whitley
demonstrates how it filters the pronouns regardless of being IO or DO.
Table 2. Surface-Structure Constraint for Direct and Indirect Object Order
Te

Me

Os

Nos

Se

L-

I believe that it will be most effective for students of Spanish to be familiar with this
diagram, instead of trying to sort out the IO and DO of every sentence. The followings
sequence of activities will address how to assist learners in correctly processing active
sentences that have two pronouns.
Activity F. Cita para cenar. (Students will receive a paper with several pictures
on it depicting typical scenes from a dinner in a restaurant.) Look at the pictures; listen
as your professor reads you a phrase, then indicate which picture is a depiction of what
your professor just said.
Model: (you hear) Me gusta vino blanco, me lo trae frio por favor.
(you say) Dibujo tres.
Activity F is a referential activity in which the students must pay attention to the
clitic pronouns in order to correctly determine what is happening in the picture. The
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objective is that students will make the connection between Spanish phrases such as ‗me
lo trae,‘ and their English counterparts ‗bring it to me.‘ If students cannot process
sequences of clitic pronouns, understanding Spanish will be difficult for them. As they
look at the pictures and listen to the sentences, they should be able to make the
connection. The sequence of pronouns can come before or after a conjugated verb, but to
keep the activity simple, students will only see them before the verb (Lee & VanPatten,
2003; VanPatten, 1993; Wong, 2002). Only one new form, the sequence of pronouns, is
introduced as oral input. Activity G will make use of written input.
Activity G. ¿Qué sucederá? Without looking at the drawings, match each phrase
on the left with the phrase on the right that describes what will happen next. You may
want to use the following chart to help you sequence the pronouns correctly. (The chart
is useful because it gives a formula that allows production of clitic sequences without
dedicating all of one‘s processing resources to identify the DO‘s and IO‘s of every
sentence. Regardless of pronouns being DO or IO, they will come in the order that is
shown in the chart.)

Te

Me

Os

Nos

Se

L-

1. Roberto le pide al mesero la
cuenta.

5. Julia se niega un aperitivo y
pide un menú.

2. Julia deja caer el tenedor.

a. Dos meseros se lo limpian.

3. Por accidente, Roberto

b. Roberto se lo recoge.

derrama su vino.
4. Le piden al mesero una cajita
para los sobros.

c. Se la trae a Roberto.
d. Se la da.
e. El mesero se lo busca.

Compare your answers with the drawings, how many did you answer correctly?
The processing problem that Anglophones face as they try to decipher these
activities is that they must pay attention to gender, something they are not used to doing
when they process sentences in English. For example, the answers to numbers 1 and 2 of
Activity G are respectively c. and b. In number 1, Roberto asks for la cuenta, and in
number 2, Julia drops el tenedor. In order to get this right, the students must recognize
the gender of the DO. There are no other clues that tell them what is what. This practice
in associating clitic pronouns with their corresponding direct and indirect objects will
help students process spoken and written Spanish and in turn help them properly produce
it orally.
Activity H. La peor cita de la vida. In groups of four you will listen to a story
that your professor reads. After the professor finishes, you will have three minutes to
write down as many details as you can remember from the story. The group that has the
most correct details will win.
[This is part of the narration: Anoche Julia y yo fuimos a comer en el
restaurante El Pico del Gallo. Fue una experiencia horrible. Primero,
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aunque hice reservación para las 8:00, no me la respetaron. (Here there
will be a pause while I help students make the correct connections. This is
what I will help them understand: no me la respetaron= los empleados de
Pico de Gallo no respetaron la reservación que hice.)
Esperamos en cola por una hora completa mientras tres parejas se
metieron frente a nosotros. Cuando me quejé, el gerente me dijo «No me
las traigas las quejas.»
(Another pause here as I assure that they have understood the connection
between the pronouns and people and objects involved. No me las traigas
las quejas= A mi no me traigas las quejas. I would continue pausing after
every sequence of clitic pronouns to ensure student comprehension.)
Y no nos ayudó. Cuando por fin nos sentaron en la mesa, ni nos la
limpiaron. En ese tiempo Julia ya se quería ir pero se la pedí paciencia, y
decidió quedarse conmigo. Los menús que nos entregó el mesero estaban
cubiertos de comida. Pedimos otros, y nos los trajo pero después de que
esperamos media hora…]
Students must correctly process the clitic sequences to get the details correct.
They are also exposed to connected discourse in this referential activity. By pausing and
asking questions, I will be able to ensure that they are making the correct connections.
Activity I. Críticos de restaurantes. Students will be given the paragraph above
in written form. In pairs they will be asked to critique the restaurant, to get them started,
they will be given the following prompt:
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Anoche visitamos el restaurante _______________ . Le damos al
restaurante ____ estrellas y le recomendamos al lector __________.
Aspectos favorables:
Aspectos desfavorables:
Activity I, and the following affective activity allow the students to express their
own opinions, while at the same time exposing them to connected discourse.
Activity J. ¿Qué harán? Students will be put in pairs to reread the previous
narration. After reading, pairs will decide what Roberto and Julia should have done. A
class discussion will follow. The following model sentences can be used to assist students
as they express their opinions:
Creo que ___________.
Siento que ___________.
Roberto debe haber ____________.
Julia debe haber ____________.
Estoy de acuerdo porque _____________.
Perdón, no estoy de acuerdo porque _____________.
Activities F-J were designed to assist Anglophones in processing clitic pronouns
in active sentences. The next set of clitic pronouns that will be addressed are those that
are used in subject-less sentences. As has been mentioned, Spanish is a pro-drop
language; in many instances it is not necessary that a sentence have an explicit subject
because the subject is indicated by the verb endings. The idea or meaning of a Spanish
subject-less sentence is expressed in various ways in English. Sometimes this meaning in
English is represented by ‗You can/cannot + simple form of verb…,‘ or ‗They were/were
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not + past participle….‘ Examples in English include ‗You can‘t smoke here,‘ and ‗They
were given a raise for Christmas.‘ The focus of the activities K through O will be to
assist learners in processing these constructions in Spanish. The objective is that students
will make the connection between the Spanish construction se + IO + verb and the
English ‗You can/cannot + simple form of verb…,’ or ‘They were + past participle….‘
Activity K. La fiesta navideña. (Students will receive a paper with several
pictures on it depicting typical scenes from a Christmas party.) Look at the pictures;
listen as your professor reads you a phrase, then indicate which picture is a depiction of
what your professor just said.
Model: (You hear) Se les regaló un suéter a cada uno por la
navidad.
(You say) Dibujo siete.
The format of Activity K should seem familiar because this is the third time that it
is being used. It is being used repeatedly to provide stability for the learners. Also, as an
instructor, I want to spend my time teaching students how to acquire Spanish, not how to
correctly do a plethora of different activities. If students are familiar with the activity, it
will be easier for them to process new linguistic information. If they are exposed to new
activities on a regular basis they will have to use brain power to process the new
directions while at the same time they are being asked to process new linguistic
information.
Activity L. ¿Qué hicieron? Read the following statements and select the English
sentence that best describes what is written in Spanish.
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1. Se les prohibió fumar.
a. They were not allowed to smoke.
b. He was not allowed to smoke.
c. They were all allowed to buy cigarettes.
2. Se les dio comida a los animales.
a. An animal was fed.
b. The animals were fed.
c. The animals fed each other.
3. Se les ofreció un asiento.
a. They were offered a seat.
b. He/she took a seat.
c. They were seated
4. Se les engañó.
a. He tricked you.
b. You were tricked.
c. They were tricked.
5. Se les empapó.
a. He/she got wet.
b. They were soaked.
c.

We were soaked.

Only one IO is used in this activity: les. This allows students to make the
connection between se les + verb in Spanish, and they were + past participle in English.
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Activity M moves on to another IO, te. Also, the discourse is semi-connected in order to
prepare students to move on to connected discourse.
Activity M. Vacación en Hawaii. You are going on a vacation to Hawaii with
your family. The following is a list of situations that may or may not be possible on the
airplane. Decide if the statements are true or false.
Verdad

Falso

1. Se te ofrece cigarrillos en el avión.

__

__

2. Se te prohíbe usar el baño.

__

__

3. No se te permite dormir.

__

__

4. Nunca se te accede usar aparatos electrónicos.

__

__

5. Se te permite una sola maleta.

__

__

Activity M assists students in making the connection between se te + verb and
you were/were not + past participle. Both of the previous activities are preparing
students to move on to connected discourse. In the classroom, a short activity should be
used to present all of the Spanish IO‘s.
Activity N. El Viaje de Rogelia a Hawaii. (I will present the following story as if
it were a story of my trip to Hawaii, pausing to call attention to the sentences that contain
clitic sequences.) Listen as your professor presents the following story about Rogelia
who visited Hawaii with her family.
¡Me encantó el viaje a Hawái! Se me permitía nadar cada día, (I would ask:
¿Quién podía nadar?) pero no se le permitía a mi hermano nadar mucho porque
no es muy bueno. (¿Quién no podía nadar?) Por las noches se nos presentaba
eventos culturales. (¿Qué veían por las noches?) Cada uno se le espantaba a mi
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mamá, (¿Qué le pasaba a la mamá?) pero a mi papá se le daba risa. (¿Qué le
pasaba al papá?) La comida que se nos servía era tan extraña, pescado crudo,
insectos, y cosas así. (¿Cómo era la comida?) A mis hermanitos se les daba asco
(¿Qué les daba asco a los hermanitos?) pero a mí no.
Activity N is referential and exposes students to oral connected discourse. The
questions that I ask should help them to make the connection between Spanish and
English.
Activity O. ¿Es justo? A group of students will travel to Hawaii. The following is
a list of what they can and cannot do. First, decide whether or not you agree with each
rule. Then find five people who agree with you.
1. Se les permite nadar solo por la mañana.
2. Se les da cinco horas libres cada día.
3. Se les requiere estar en la habitación antes de las 12:00am.
4. No se les aprueba salir del resorte los domingos.
5. No se les concede andar en carros.
After you have found five people who agree with you, find one person who does
not agree with you and explain to that person why you feel the way that you do.
This last set of five activities has been designed to help Anglophones comprehend
clitic pronouns when they are used in passive constructions. All 15 activities (A-O) were
developed following the six guidelines that Lee and VanPatten (2003) suggest for
producing effective SI activities: present one thing at a time, keep meaning in focus,
move from sentences to connected discourse use both oral and written input, have
learners do something with the input, keep learners‘ processing strategies in mind.
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Although Lee and VanPatten do not explicitly address using the L1 while implementing
processing instruction, a review of their studies reveals that they do in some cases
provide tasks in which the learner must compare target language forms to L1 forms (Lee
& VanPatten, 2003; VanPatten & Cadierno, 1993; Wong, 2002). Since they do not
specify a reason for making use of the L1, I can only speculate as to why the use of L1 is
allowed. Some forms in Spanish, such as double clitic pronouns, are communicated so
differently in English that there seems to be no connection between them. As PI is based
on making form-meaning connections, in instances such as this, resorting to connecting
Spanish phrases with English phrases that convey the same meaning is a way for learners
to demonstrate that they understand how the forms connect.
Processing instruction is not a cure-all for teaching every form and structure; in
some cases it will not be beneficial to apply processing instruction. There are certain
grammatical forms and structures that are not very ‗noticeable‘ to learners; by structuring
the input, teachers can call the learners‘ attention to these forms and structures, thus
giving them a better chance of making the connections between the target language
utterance and the native language meaning. The objective of all of these activities has
been to facilitate making connections between Spanish and English. It should be noted
that students were never asked to produce the target forms or structures; that is not part of
processing instruction (Lee & VanPatten, 2003; VanPatten, 1993; Wong, 2002). Before
students can correctly produce a certain form or structure, they must notice that it exists
and also, how it is properly used. After students have made form-meaning connections,
they will be asked to produce the target form or structure. Because students are never
asked to produce the target form in structured input activities (VanPatten, 1993), it is
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obvious that additional techniques and activities will be necessary in order to give
students the best opportunity to develop their productive skills in the target language. PI
is useful in teaching Spanish pronouns but its utility beyond that has yet to be proven.
Scholars have attempted to apply PI to the use of ser and estar (Cheng, 2002), and to the
Spanish subjunctive (Farley, 2001), but I am not convinced that PI is effective in these
areas.
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INTRODUCTION TO AND REFLECTION ON THE LITERACY ARTIFACT
REFLECTIONS ON MELDING THEORY AND PRACTICE IN AN ESL
ACADEMIC READING COURSE

As a Graduate Instructor (GI) in the Intensive English Language Institute (IELI), I
taught two semesters of Reading 2. The inspiration for this paper originated from my
love of reading, my belief that reading should be an integral aspect of the language
learning process, and my desire to teach the Reading 2 class in IELI more effectively.
The Reading 2 class and textbook are heavily focused on intensive reading (IR);
however, I believe that extensive reading (ER) can also be an important component of
language acquisition. In this artifact I briefly summarize the literature on both IR and ER
and then delineate how I believe ER can be incorporated into an ESL reading class.

Having grown up with no TV and lots of books at my fingertips, I learned to love
reading at a young age. It has been so long since I learned how to read that I no longer
remember the processes that I went through as I learned to do it. Reading had become so
easy for me that when I first attempted to teach reading, I neglected to teach my students
many important strategies. After a short time, I realized that I was not meeting their
needs and that I needed to change my teaching strategy. I began to research teaching
strategies for reading in the L2 to become familiar with the most effective reading
strategies. After teaching Reading 2 for two semesters and researching and writing this
paper, I feel much better prepared to teach students to read in the L2.
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As I researched this paper, I also realized that there are two approaches to
teaching reading: explicitly teaching reading strategies (Intensive Reading); and
encouraging learners to read large amounts of target language texts at the learners‘ level
with very little intervention (Extensive Reading). As I researched it seemed to me that
scholars usually focus on one or the other, and they most often focus on intensive
reading. Because extensive reading has had a positive influence on my academic and
language learning careers, I felt myself drawn to extensive reading, but at the same time I
realized that L2 learners need explicit training on strategies that will help them become
better readers. I believe that writing this paper has facilitated my finding a balance
between the two approaches which will be a great asset to me in the L2 classroom.
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LITERACY ARTIFACT:
REFLECTIONS ON MELDING THEORY AND PRACTICE IN AN ESL ACADEMIC
READING COURSE
Introduction
In writing this paper, I have three goals. The first is to explore the research on
teaching reading in second language classrooms. The second is to strengthen my own
comprehension of this research. The final purpose of this paper is to express my
perception of a balanced approach to reading instruction.
Intensive and Extensive Reading Defined
In 1917, Harold Palmer, a pioneer in second language teaching, distinguished two
broad types of reading for the second language classroom, which he referred to as
intensive reading and extensive reading. Palmer coined the term extensive reading when
he chose to use the adjective ‗extensive‘ to describe reading in the second language
classroom that was done rapidly or ‗book after book‘ (cited in Day and Bamford, 1998).
For Palmer, the focus of ER was not on language, but on meaning. In contrast with ER is
intensive reading (IR); Palmer defined IR as taking ―a text, study[ing] it line by line,
referring at every moment to our dictionary and grammar, comparing, analyzing,
translating, and retaining every expression that it contains‖ (cited in Day & Bamford).
Although he made a distinction between ER and IR, Palmer did not suggest that
one was better or more important than the other. He advocated the necessity of both in
the second language classroom (Day & Bamford, 1998). I agree with Palmer that both
types of reading have their place in the language classroom though they are obviously
used for different purposes. I will address these purposes in more detail later in the
paper.
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Intensive Reading
Though Palmer contrasted IR with ER, a body of literature has not been
developed on IR per se. In light of this, IR is perhaps not the best term for this kind of
language activity. From discussions with a well-read and experienced scholar in the field
of L2 reading, I learned that a more accurate label for IR is comprehension instruction
(CI). Grabe (2009), in a chapter devoted to reading strategies, identifies six major
components relevant to teaching reading with a focus on fostering comprehension:
background knowledge, text structures, main idea, vocabulary, strategies, and fluency.
All of these come under the umbrella of CI.
Background Knowledge
The ability to comprehend a given text is based on more than just the reader‘s
linguistic knowledge. Readers‘ comprehension also depends on their knowledge of the
world or the topic in question which is known as background knowledge. Grabe (2009)
describes background knowledge as the information stored in our memory systems. He
divides this into four subcategories: 1) general knowledge of the world—based on our
experience with the world around us; 2) cultural knowledge—based on our values and
beliefs; 3) topical knowledge—based on our knowledge of specific topics; and 4)
specialist expertise knowledge—based on our study of specific themes. How well
learners comprehend a new text depends on how well their background knowledge
matches up with the text. For example, even in the L1 it might be difficult for lawyers to
connect their background knowledge to an article on physics and vice versa.
Reading teachers need to be aware of students‘ background knowledge or lack
thereof and take steps to explicitly introduce the background knowledge students might
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lack. Grabe (2009) outlines a possible approach to connecting background knowledge to
the current text; his approach contains pre-, during-, and post-reading activities.
As a starting point, Grabe (2009) suggests providing students with activities that
force connections with background knowledge; two techniques to achieve this are using
reading guides (an outline that facilitates comprehension), and text previews (an outline
identifying the main topics and important vocabulary). In addition, Grabe promotes
introducing key vocabulary or a key idea before reading. This key vocabulary or idea
should be used to lead students to make relevant associations between what they already
know and what they are going to read. During reading, instructors should provide
students with the opportunity to semantically map (graphically represent concepts) the
main ideas of the text as well as explicitly modeling how to do this. This will facilitate
making explicit connections between student background knowledge and details of the
text. Post-reading activities could include 1) answering questions, 2) comparing the ideas
of the reading to those of a previous reading, and 3) surveying student beliefs about the
text to ascertain whether the text supports these beliefs.
Knowledge of Text Structure
Research shows that good comprehenders also have a good knowledge of patterns
of organization as they relate to text structure and a sound knowledge of discourse
signaling systems (Grabe, 2009). Grabe identifies 12-15 patterns of discourse
organization regularly used. The five most pertinent to language learners are:
chronological, compare and contrast, sequence, cause and effect, and problem and
solution. Grabe also notes that in order for readers to recognize discourse signals and
then make use of them, they rely on several linguistic systems. Included in these systems
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are cohesive signaling, information structuring, lexical signaling, and anaphoric signaling
(Grabe).
I believe that two key aspects in teaching discourse patterns are exposure, and
graphically representing the structures in a manner that allows students to see the
difference between the various patterns. Instructors should present many texts that
represent each of the discourse patterns mentioned in the previous paragraph. Students
will rapidly understand how each pattern is organized if they are given a graphic
organizer that represents the target pattern (See Appendix A for graphic organizers of
each discourse pattern).
Main Idea Identification
When reading for pleasure, L1 readers subconsciously build an understanding of
the main ideas contained in a particular text (Grabe, 2009). Reading for comprehension
in an academic setting is quite different. In the academic setting for L2 speakers, Grabe
notes that identifying the main ideas of a given text almost always requires a rather high
demand on attentional processes, metacognitive awareness, and strategic support.
L2 learners may need to be scaffolded by teachers (and peers) in order to learn
how to become aware of, and then identify, main ideas in a designated text (Fitzgerald &
Graves, 2004). According to Grabe (2009), instructors can make students aware of these
processes by modeling successful comprehension, pointing out key parts of the text that
represent the main ideas of a text, and connecting different parts of the text that provide
main ideas through inferences and synthesis. Grabe believes that an effective way of
teaching main idea comprehension is by means of interactions based on a text.
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As instructors work with students to build their comprehension of main ideas, it is
essential to provide activities in which the students interact with each other, the teacher,
and the text (Grabe, 2009). According to Grabe, instructors can help students identify
main ideas through the use of dialogic classroom activities such as guiding students in
discussions on what the text means, resolving difficulties in interpreting it, and pointing
out where important information is found, and why that information is important. This
type of interaction is crucial as less able students benefit greatly by seeing how more able
students (and the teacher) identify the main idea as well as benefiting from being able to
discuss this process with them.
Vocabulary Building
Researchers have claimed that vocabulary is one of the strongest, if not the
strongest, determinant of reading comprehension (Bossers, 1991; Nassaji, 2003;
Verhoeven, 2000). But just how large a vocabulary does an L2 student need? Schmitt
(2000) postulates that if L2 students have a vocabulary of at least 10,000 words, they will
have a reasonable chance of understanding an academic text.
Respected scholars estimate that educated L1 speakers know around 40,000
words (Grabe, 2009; Nation, 2001). Studies of vocabulary acquisition among children
with English as their L1 indicate that in an academic year (during elementary school),
students learn between three and five hundred new academic vocabulary words (Beck,
McKeown, & Kucan, 2002; Stahl & Nagy, 2006). At this rate, L1 students would
intentionally learn around 4,000-6,000 words before reaching the university. Obviously,
L1 speakers learn a huge amount of vocabulary incidentally, or without explicitly
working to learn new vocabulary, which is why by the 12th grade L1 vocabularies are
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much larger than 4-6,000 words. It seems a lofty goal that L2 students match the lexicon
of an educated mono-lingual speaker (Nation, 2001). The 10,000 word minimum is a
worthy goal (though still very ambitious), so how do we get learners to that point?
Two main approaches to vocabulary learning frequently discussed in the literature
are incidental and intentional (Brown, 2007; Grabe, 2009). The incidental approach to
vocabulary involves exposing learners to vast amounts of text at their level with the
expectation that through exposure, students will augment their vocabulary. After
reviewing studies on incidental vocabulary acquisition, Grabe postulates that only 5-15%
of new words are learned on the first encounter during reading if no explicit strategy is in
place to learn new words. At that rate, unless L2 learners are reading unrealistically large
amounts, it would take a long time to reach 10,000 words.
In light of this, it is necessary to teach vocabulary, or at the very least provide
learners with strategies to help them learn vocabulary on their own; this is the intentional
approach to vocabulary. Grabe (2009) argues that in intensive L2 instruction, 2,000
words per academic year could be taught. That would be 50 words per week for 40
weeks. At that rate it would take five years to arrive at the goal of 10,000 assuming that
students are only learning new vocabulary while in class. Very few if any language
learners will spend five years in an intensive English program; therefore they must be
given strategies which they can implement on their own to facilitate vocabulary
acquisition.
Grabe (2009) identifies some key strategies that instructors can implement when
teaching vocabulary. A majority of them are most applicable in the classroom.
According to Grabe, during in-class instruction, reading instructors should: expose
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students to vocabulary in multiple contexts; teach vocabulary at the point of contact;
teach a limited set of key words for depth and precision; use visual supports and mapping
techniques; and develop activities that recycle a lot of words at one time. The following
are a few strategies that reading teachers should instill in L2 learners in order to facilitate
out of class vocabulary acquisition: focus in on word relationships such as parts-ofspeech variations and word families to help students use their knowledge of known words
to discover the meaning of unknown words; teach students how to recognize word parts,
such as prefixes and suffixes, and teach them the meaning of the most common ones;
teach students how to correctly use a dictionary; and teach students to be aware of new
words. Encouraging them to keep a word journal will not only make them more aware of
new words, but will also help them retain those words. With direct teacher support in the
classroom as outlined at the beginning of this paragraph and these last four strategies that
students can use outside of class, students will be prepared to continue acquiring ever
more words on their own.
Promoting Strategic Reading
Grabe (2009) defines strategies as ―cognitive processes that are open to
conscious reflection but that may be on their way to becoming skills‖ (p. 221). In the
literature, the distinction between strategies and skills is often unclear. In order to define
skills, Grabe quotes Paris, Wasik and Turner, ―Skills refer to informational processing
techniques that are automatic... [and] are applied to a text unconsciously‖ (cited in Grabe,
2009). In other words, readers have to think about strategies, but apply skills without
consciously thinking about the action.
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Numerous strategies have the possibility to enhance reading comprehension. The
focus of this section will be on seven reading strategies that research has shown to be
particularly effective (Grabe, 2009). I have already touched on a few of these strategies
(activating prior knowledge, using text-structure awareness, and using graphic
organizers) earlier in the paper and will now briefly elaborate on the remaining four:
summarizing; forming questions; answering questions; and monitoring comprehension.
Summarizing is something that experienced readers do on the fly; as they read,
they select and subconsciously keep track of the most important parts of the text (Grabe,
2009). L2 readers may not initially be able to do this and may need to be explicitly
taught how to extract the most pertinent information from a text. Research has shown
that the ability to form questions about the text enables accurate summarizing
(Rosenshine, Meister, & Chapman, 1996). Grabe postulates that practice answering
these questions, as well as those that the instructor provides, helps readers make sense of
what they are reading. Answering questions is an effective way to monitor
comprehension. As Grabe has demonstrated, many of the previously mentioned
strategies (recognizing text structure, identifying main idea, and relating text to
background knowledge) are used by effective readers to monitor their comprehension.
As can be seen, these strategies are also interrelated. I believe that it is ineffective
to teach reading comprehension strategies in isolation. On the other hand, it is not a good
idea to attempt to teach too many strategies at the same time. An effective approach to
teaching learners how to become better readers is to constantly remind students how one
strategy is connected with another. For example, as students work to identify the main
idea of a text, the instructor can remind them that summarizing the reading will make it
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easier for them to identify the main idea. Thus, instructors can demonstrate how reading
strategies are connected and how the use of multiple strategies facilitates comprehension.
Fluency Building
The previous five components are clearly related to intensive reading and can be
taught to improve reading comprehension. Fluency in reading is most often treated under
the umbrella of ER; however, I believe that fluency should be addressed as an aspect of
comprehension oriented instruction as well because the ability to read fluently greatly
increases comprehension (Grabe, 2009). According to Grabe, L2 readers read at a rate of
one-half to one-third slower than L1 readers. Reading too slowly can impede
comprehension and it certainly limits how much readers are able to comprehend in a
given amount of time. Higgins and Wallace (1989) claim that a reading rate slower than
180 words per minute is too slow for efficient comprehension. Therefore, aside from
improving comprehension, fluency in reading allows readers access to a larger amount of
input which in turn provides more opportunities to transform strategies into skills.
Extensive Reading
As mentioned earlier in the paper, the idea of ER as an approach to reading
instruction has been around since the early 20th century. Palmer (as cited in Day &
Bamford, 1998) contrasted ER with IR, explaining that in ER the focus is on meaning.
The definition of ER has evolved since that time and today leading scholars in the field
define ER as ―an approach to the teaching and learning of second language reading in
which learners read large quantities of books and other materials that are well within their
linguistic competence‖ (Day & Bamford, p. xiii). The basic idea is that learners read a
lot, and that the material is at their level.
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ER has been the subject of intense study for the past 30 years. A landmark study
carried out in Fiji by Elley and Mangubhai (1983) that has come to be known as ‗The
Book Flood,‘ gave a lot of impetus to the field. Since that time, scholars have identified a
number of benefits of ER. The scope of this paper does not allow full coverage of all of
the research; however, a brief review of some of the most commonly cited benefits may
be useful.
Studies on ER clearly demonstrate that the more learners read, the more fluent
they become and the higher their rate of reading comprehension is (Elley, 2000; Elley &
Mangubhai, 1983; Kuhn et al., 2006;). Students who read extensively have a more
positive attitude towards reading and also have a higher motivation to read (Guthrie &
Cox, 2001; Lightbown, Halter, White, & Horst, 2002; Mason & Krashen, 1997).
Researchers have shown that ER not only improves reading skills, but also stimulates
growth in all areas of language (Elley & Mangubhai, 1983; Lightbown, Halter, White, &
Horst, 2002; Perfetti, 2007; Stanovich, 2000; Tsang, 1996). A sound body of research
also demonstrates that extensive reading promotes vocabulary growth (Horst, 2005;
Nation, 2001; Stahl & Nagy, 2006; Swanborn & de Glopper, 1999).
Because vocabulary knowledge is essential to ER, a little elaboration on this
particular benefit of ER is in order. In my view, vocabulary and ER share a type of
‗chicken and egg‘ relationship. ER facilitates vocabulary acquisition just as more
vocabulary makes ER easier and it is difficult to discern which causes which. In light of
the discussion given earlier in the paper on how large a vocabulary L2 speakers need
(around 10,000 words to be successful in the academic setting), and the difficulties in
attaining this, I see ER as a major source of new vocabulary. As mentioned earlier, 5-
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15% of new vocabulary is learned through context on the first exposure (Grabe, 2009).
This statistic is a little misleading; it does not mean that readers have a perfect
understanding of the new words that have been ‗learned,‘ but that they have some
knowledge of each word (Swanborn & de Glopper, 1999). As they read more, this
knowledge will be strengthened and improved.
Suppose that L2 learners read a text that is at their linguistic level (they know 9598% of the words). If there are 100 ‗new‘ words in the text, they will learn around 10 of
them. They will not have a perfect understanding of all words, but they will some idea of
their meanings. As learners continue to read, they will pick up more vocabulary which in
turn will strengthen their knowledge of those words that they have previously ‗learned.‘
Obviously this process will be long and slow, but if learners continue to read large
amounts of material, they will slowly but surely build their vocabulary. Perhaps the
greatest benefit to vocabulary of ER is that once L2 learners begin reading extensively,
they may not need as much outside support to continue developing their vocabularies.
Use of Simplified Texts
Since the advent of communicative language teaching, there has been a push to
use only authentic texts in language classrooms (Shrum & Glisan, 2010). Shrum and
Glisan define authentic texts as those that have been prepared by native speakers of a
language for native speakers of that language. The push for authentic texts makes it seem
that any other text is considered inferior. Day and Bamford (1998) refer to this attitude
towards authentic texts as indicative of a ―cult of authenticity.‖ However, the argument
that only authentic texts should be used in language classrooms can severely hinder
learning. As Day and Bamford state, providing learners with material that they are not
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capable of understanding cannot help them learn. If authentic texts are to be used,
instructors must carefully match the text with the level of the learners.
In order to facilitate learner comprehension and therefore simultaneously lower
the affective filter and raise motivation, simplified texts should be considered for use in
language classrooms, especially at the beginning levels (Day & Bamford, 1998; Nation,
2001). A common form of simplified text is the graded reader. Some of these are books
that have been rewritten in order to simplify the language; others are just written in
simplified language. After the books are written, they are graded according to the total
number of words and the difficulty of the words. It is important to remember that
simplifying a text does not have to include neglecting quality; high quality simplified
texts are widely available.
According to Nation and DeWeerdt (2001), three principal criticisms of
simplified graded readers in language classrooms have been advanced. First, reading
graded readers that are pitched lower than the learners‘ level can lower the quality of
their output. Second, removing difficult vocabulary denies learners access to what they
need to learn. Third, reading texts with little unknown vocabulary discourages the
development of generalizable coping skills, such as guessing from context and dictionary
use (Nation & DeWeerdt, 2001). A careful reading of these criticisms reveals that they
are all based on how the readers are used in language courses, not the readers themselves.
It is important to remember that graded readers are not intended to be the sole source of
reading material; they are used to develop the essential skill of reading fluency. The
'skills' that readers are not developing by using graded readers are developed during the
various IR activities that were previously mentioned in the paper. Coping skills are
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addressed during the IR component of the class. Later in the paper I will demonstrate
how I envision using graded readers effectively in the L2 curriculum.
Opposition to Extensive Reading
Despite the growing body of research that demonstrates that ER is indeed useful
in L2 curriculum, many teachers and administrators are hesitant to even attempt to
implement ER. Based on a review of literature on extensive reading, Weil (2011)
highlights 12 obstacles to its implementation: cost of setting up a library; work required
to set up a program; crowded curriculum; lack of quality materials; the ―cult of
authenticity;‖ role of teachers; dominance of skills oriented approach; skepticism
regarding its effectiveness; absence of leisure time reading tradition; shift away from a
―reading culture;‖ student resistance; and competition from digital media orientation. All
of these are legitimate concerns and real obstacles to ER. I believe that ER is slowly
becoming more accepted in second language classrooms, but I have experienced the
opposition first hand.
As a student in the Master‘s in Second Language Teaching (MSLT) here at Utah
State University, I have had the opportunity to teach an ESL reading course in the
Intensive English Language Institute (IELI) as a graduate instructor (GI). I have been
teaching the Reading 2 (R2) class in IELI. In my R2 class the required textbook is: Quest
2: Reading and writing (2nd ed.). (Though the book has a double focus on both reading
and writing, students in IELI take a separate writing course; therefore, reading teachers
use primarily the reading tasks and activities).
In my first semester, all the tasks that I provided my students in R2 were
developed around a particular reading, either from the book or something extra that I had
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brought in. The majority of the readings came from the book and were about two pages
long. For example, with a given reading I often asked students to find the main idea and
to summarize each paragraph. These types of activities clearly indicate that the reading I
was having my students do was the intensive type. As I researched different approaches
to reading, I realized that I was not providing my students with any opportunities for ER
and I resolved to change that the following semester when I would teach the class again.
However, when I advanced the idea of introducing an extensive reading
component into the class, both my mentor and the program director became concerned
that I might be intending to replace the approved text and associated objectives with
extensive reading. Even when I explained that my plan was only to provide some
appropriate materials and allocate some in-class time (15-20 minutes out of 2:10 daily
class), they seemed to remain skeptical as to the value of the activity for achieving the
objectives of the class, and discouraged me from carrying out my plan.
Designing a Balanced Approach to Reading Instruction
Although I am not currently incorporating any extensive reading in my teaching
of R2, I remain convinced that a balanced approach to reading instruction should make
room for both intensive and extensive reading. The remaining pages of this paper
represent my description of how I would incorporate ER into a mainly skills-based
intensive reading course. I would continue to teach all of the IR reading strategies that I
mentioned previously, and in conjunction with this, I would add an extensive reading
component to the class. The remainder of this section is my perception of how a
balanced approach to reading instruction should be carried out.
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I am assuming that the target class would be taught five days a week, 50 minutes
a day, for 15 weeks. The first two weeks of class will be dedicated to teaching students
effective reading strategies: background knowledge; knowledge of text structure; main
idea identification; vocabulary building; and fluency. These strategies will prepare them
to read academically as well as to read for pleasure. The ER component of the class will
start the 3rd week of class and go through the final week. We will continue to work from
the textbook, reiterating the strategies—minus fluency— covered in the first two weeks
of class. The ER component of the class will assist students in becoming more fluent and
be based on the following:
1. 20 minutes of class time per day will be dedicated to extensive
reading/reading activities
2. Students will keep a reading journal in which they keep track of what
they have been reading, and their reactions to the reading
3. Using a guided writing report, students will briefly report on each
book they have read
4. Students will give four-minute oral reports on three books that they
have read during the semester
5. Grading for the ER component of the class will be based on
completing the oral reports, the reading journal, and the guided writing
report (See Table 3 for use of class time)
The books that will be available for students to read will be graded readers from
the Oxford Bookworm series (see Appendix B for a full list of the books). I have chosen
these books because IELI already has a collection of them and they are generally well
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written. Also, each book has a glossary which facilitates easy comprehension. If
students would like to read books that are not on the list, they must first check with me.
There will be books from the starter stage (12 books), these books have 250 headwords;
stage 1 (10 books) with 400 headwords; stage 2 (8 books) with 700 headwords; and stage
3 (9 books) with 1000 headwords. A headword is the word under which a set of related
words are listed in a dictionary (Nation, 2001). There will be two copies of each book in
the class library. In reality, the starter books will probably be too easy while the stage 3
books will be too difficult for most students.
The rationale behind providing books that are below the students‘ level is to help
them build confidence and fluency. Day and Bamford (1998) suggest that in the
beginning of ER, students should read material that is just slightly lower than their
current level of proficiency because aside from developing confidence, this will make it
clear that this type of reading is much different from what they are used to. The hope is
that reading material just below their level will send the message that ER is meant to be
done rapidly. It is expected that students will read one or two books below their level
before moving onto books right at their level. ‗Their level‘ means that they understand at
least 95% of the words. It is quite simple for the students to determine this on their own.
It involves having them sample 5-6 pages from the text at random and count the number
of words per page that are unfamiliar (excluding proper nouns). The rule of thumb is that
students should not encounter more than about 5 unknown words per page on average.
Starting the 3rd week of class, 20 minutes per class period will be dedicated to
silent reading on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays. The reading
requirement is one book per week for the remaining 13 weeks of the semester. I believe
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that ER is much too important to not give students time to do it in class. Also, dedicating
class time to reading will allow students to see just how important I believe it to be.
Students may or may not be capable of finishing the required one book per week during
the 80 minutes of allocated class time (see Table 3 for use of class time). If they are
unable to finish during class time, they must dedicate some of their free time to reading.
Students will have the opportunity to earn extra points by reading more than the required
one book per week.
Table 3. Use of Class Time
Week
1
2

3-15

Sz
F&AQ
MC
BK
TS
MI
V
ER
P

Monday
V, BK, and
TS
V, BK, and
Sz

Tuesday
V, BK, and
TS
V, BK, and
F&AQ

Wednesday
V, BK, and
MI
V, BK, and
F&AQ

Thursday
V, BK, and
MI
V, BK, and
MC

IR 30 min
ER 20 min

IR 30 min
ER 20 min

IR 30 min
ER 20 min

IR 30 min
ER 20 min

summarizing
forming and answering questions
monitoring comprehension
background knowledge
text structures
main idea
vocabulary
extensive reading
presentation

Friday
V, BK, and Sz
Introduction to
Extensive
Reading and
explanation of
student
responsibilities
IR 30 min
Presentations 20
min

V and BK will be addressed on a daily
basis in IR instruction. The first two
weeks each component will be taught
for two days except MC. In the final
13 weeks, each component will be the
focus of a two-week unit during the 30
minutes of IR instruction.

As students read, they will be required to keep track of their progress in a reading
journal. Each day that they read, they will make an entry in the journal following the
outline in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Journal Entry Outline
Today, the
_____
of ______,
I read _____
in ______
minutes
in the
bookthem
titledthe
I will
collect
these journals
every pages
Monday,
look them
over and
return
_________________________.
I especially liked…
next day.
I did not like…

I will make comments on the content of what they have written and on their progress.
Students will be at liberty to choose which 13 of the 39 books they will read.
They will be under no obligation to finish a book once they start it. I do not see any
value in forcing a student to read a book that is not interesting. If students begin a book
and then discover that they do not like it, they will be free to return it and choose a
different book. Upon completion (or return) of each book, students will fill out the book
report form shown in Figure 3 which has been adapted from Day and Bamford (1998).
Figure 3. Book Report
Book Report: Fill this report out even if you only read one page of the book.
Your name: _______________________Date:____________________________
Title of the book:____________________________________________________
Author:___________________________________________________________
I read all/ _____ pages of the book. (Circle ‘all’ or indicate the number of pages
read)
How did you like the book? (circle one)
a. Great (I loved it)
b. Good (I liked it)
c. OK (I didn’t mind reading it)
d. Boring/Stupid (I wish I hadn’t read it)
e. I would recommend this book to other students. Yes No (circle one)
Write your feelings about the book:
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On Fridays, the 20 minutes allocated to ER will be used to give students a chance
to give their oral reports. I will provide them with a grading rubric so they know what is
expected in the oral report (see Appendix C for grading rubric). The basic format for
each oral report will be:
a. Give a brief overview of the plot and main characters
b. Student‘s favorite character in the book
c. Student‘s favorite part of the book
d. A lesson learned from reading the book (if applicable)
e. Recommendation of why or why not other students should read
the book
Through these oral reports, students will strengthen their abilities to summarize and
monitor comprehension as well as strengthening their presentational skills.
Conclusion
The benefits of IR and ER demonstrate that both must be addressed in any L2
reading class. In my experience, there is no argument against IR, L2 instructors believe
that it is important and address it extensively. On the other hand, ER has its supporters,
but it is not as widely used as it perhaps should be in the curriculum. As mentioned
earlier in the paper, instructors may believe they have legitimate reasons for shying away
from ER. However, I firmly believe that even with all the demands of teaching a reading
class, instructors must support ER by dedicating some class time to this important aspect
of reading as well as encouraging student to carry it out outside of class. As stated
previously in the paper, research on ER has shown that as learners read more, they
become more fluent and gain a higher rate of comprehension (Elley, 2000; Elley &
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Mangubhai, 1983; Kuhn, Schwanenflugel, Morris, Morrow, Woo, Meisinger, et al,
2006;). Reading extensively has been shown to foster a more positive attitude and higher
motivation to read (Guthrie & Cox, 2001; Lightbown, Halter, White, & Horst, 2002;
Mason & Krashen, 1997). ER not only improves reading skills, but also stimulates
growth in other areas of language (Elley & Mangubhai, 1983; Lightbown, Halter, White,
& Horst ,2002; Perfetti, 2007; Stanovich, 2000; Tsang, 1996), and ER is a prime source
of new vocabulary allowing learners to continue growing their vocabulary long after they
have completed formal language classes (Nation, 2001; Stahl & Nagy, 2006; Swanborn
& de Glopper, 1999; Horst, 2005). With so many benefits, I believe not introducing
students to ER would be a great disservice.
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CULTURE ARTIFACT
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INTRODUCTION TO AND REFLECTION ON THE CULTURE ARTIFACT
ADDRESSING TEACHER AND LEARNER PERCEPTIONS OF TEACHER
BEHAVIOR

In language teaching it is impossible to avoid culture. Culture affects how
teachers teach and how students learn. However in many language classrooms students
and teacher do not share similar cultural backgrounds. During my experience teaching
English in Korea, I became acutely aware of how my classroom was affected by differing
cultural views on how language should or should not be taught. At that time I did not
attempt to address the issue. In this artifact I review instructor and learner perspectives
on how teachers should conduct themselves as well as student beliefs regarding feedback.
Next, I summarize how I believe teachers can foster a sense of unity in a culturally
diverse language classroom.

After having lived for extended periods of time in two foreign countries and
having visited several others, I have experienced first hand how differences in cultural
perspectives often cause confusion and even anger. While living in foreign countries, my
attitude has been ―You believe what you believe and I believe what I believe and, it is
perfectly fine that our beliefs do not match up. We are different.‖ I have never made any
attempts to change what others believe nor what I believe.
As I began teaching the Reading 2 in IELI, which had students representing eight
different countries, I recognized the need to make some attempt to bring student and
teacher perspectives closer together. Researching and writing this paper provided me
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with the opportunity to become familiar with student and teacher beliefs from a wide
variety of countries. Also, I have been able to ponder on and solidify my own feelings on
import aspects of teaching such as the role of corrective feedback in the L2 classroom.
Another result of this paper is that I now have a plan in place to address differences and
allow students to have input in the learning process.
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CULTURE ARTIFACT:
ADDRESSING TEACHER AND LEARNER PERCEPTIONS OF TEACHER
BEHAVIOR
Introduction
Culture and language are interrelated in such a way that it is nearly impossible to
separate them (DeCapua & Wintergerst, 2004; Moran, 2001; Reagan, 2005; Reagan &
Osborn, 2002). In order to make the curriculum more accessible to culturally diverse
students, a heightened awareness of cultural differences on the part of the instructors is
essential (Baker, 2011). The purpose of this paper is to review the research literature
regarding language instructors‘ views on culturally appropriate teaching and to review
the literature on culturally diverse students‘ perceptions on teacher feedback. An attempt
will be made to provide guidelines on what an instructor can do to ensure to the greatest
degree possible that instructor and student beliefs match.
Characteristics Unique to Language Teaching
All people have strong beliefs which are associated with their respective cultures
about how language should be taught. This perspective is based on one‘s beliefs, values,
and attitudes (Moran, 2001). Though all cultures have unique beliefs on what they
perceive as ‗good‘ teaching, some characteristics are almost universally seen as good.
Persons familiar with language teaching and learning are aware that there may be
discrepancies between what teachers and students see as ‗good‘ characteristics.
Over the years, many scholars have studied what language teachers themselves
perceive as good teaching practices in language classrooms. Teacher beliefs may differ
based on age, native language, and setting (Borg, 2006). However, language instructors
see certain characteristics as beneficial no matter the setting. Because language teaching
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is after all teaching, many characteristics that are considered good for teachers in general
are good for language teachers. However, language teachers have or should have certain
characteristics that are most applicable to the profession of teaching language (Borg).
With the intent to find characteristics that were unique to foreign language
classrooms, Borg (2006) conducted research involving over 200 teachers by gathering
data by means of a survey. Some of the characteristics that he found applied directly to
the instructors, and others applied to the language classroom in general. Borg (2006)
concluded that language teachers differ from traditional teachers (math, science, social
studies) in that in order to be successful, language instructors must be creative, flexible,
and enthusiastic. These characteristics will be useful for teachers in any discipline, but
are necessary for language teachers. Borg found for instance that, compared with
teachers of other subjects, language teachers are much more forgiving when errors in
production occur, as well as more willing to communicate with learners and interact with
them in choosing a course of study which is relevant to individual learners. The
methodology that language teachers use is more diverse and aimed at maximizing student
involvement by creating multiple contexts for communication.
Aside from these characteristics that apply to instructors, Borg (2006) also
identified characteristics that apply to language classrooms. He noted that, compared to
other subjects, language is more dynamic than traditional subjects and has the potential to
be more practically relevant to real life. The content of language classrooms is also
distinctive in scope and complexity. Teaching language is much more than teaching
grammar and vocabulary. Students must also learn how to communicate effectively
(Celce-Murcia, 2007). Borg also found that we generally see many non-traditional
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students (students that are not typical college or high school age) in language classes
(especially English classes) because language teaching is driven by economic forces
much more than other subjects (Warschauer, 2000). Knowing English has economic
benefits; therefore businesses specialize in teaching English by commercializing it.
Thus far, the focus has been on only those characteristics that are unique to
language learning. At this point, the focus of discussion will turn to what teachers of
language consider to be ‗good‘ characteristics for language instructors to possess. Some
characteristics will apply to teaching in general while others will be most applicable to
language classrooms.
Teacher Perceptions on Effective Teacher Characteristics
Characteristics of Effective Teachers
English is taught in nearly every country of the world and all instructors of
English should be aware of their own beliefs regarding what effective teachers do
(Reagan & Osborn, 2002). After conducting research on perceived characteristics of
effective language teachers in Israel, Brosh (1996) found that the majority of Israeli
teachers that he surveyed agreed that instructors must have an adequate command of the
language being taught. The fact that most of the teachers surveyed were non-native
speakers of the languages they taught is a good indicator of why this particular group of
teachers named target-language proficiency as the most important characteristic.
Conducting research in the United States, Bell (2005) also found that foreign language
instructors believed that using the target language competently was essential.
According to Brosh (1996), another important ability that Israeli teachers should
have was the ability to provide students with experiences of success. More than a decade
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later, Shishavan and Sadeghi (2009) reported somewhat similar findings after conducting
research on teacher perspectives in Iran. They assert that according to Iranian English
teachers, the most important characteristic a teacher of English should possess is the
capability to develop the students‘ self-confidence in using English.
With the exception of foreign language teachers in the United States (Bell, 2005),
none of the instructors mentioned in this sub-section believed that teaching culture was
necessary. Also, the Iranian and Israeli teachers (Brosh, 1996; Shishavan & Sadeghi,
2009) did not state that conducting class in the target language was important. Thus we
see that these teachers are in agreement in some cases—it is important that students feel
they are successful (Brosh, 1996; Shishavan & Sadeghi, 2009) and instructors must have
an adequate command of the target language (Bell, 2005; Brosh, 1996), and do not agree
in other cases—that conducting the class in the target language is important.
Practices of Effective Teachers
While the previous three studies focused on good instructor characteristics, the
next two studies focus on good teacher practices. Peacock (1998) found that the top three
activities that facilitated language learning according to the instructors, involved student
interaction. For these particular instructors, the most useful classroom activity was group
discussion. Next most useful were role play/simulation activities, and the third most
useful type of activities was pair work (Peacock). Though this research was carried out
in 1998, it is still relevant as these activities are considered to be effective by current
communicative language teaching standards (Shrum & Glisan, 2010).
In a narrower study on FL teacher perspectives, Schulz (2001) conducted
research aimed specifically at determining views on grammar instruction and teacher
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feedback. After surveying 214 FL instructors in both Colombia and the United States,
Schulz stated that teachers from both countries believe that teaching grammar is helpful,
but not more important than providing students with opportunities to carry out
meaningful practice. Also, the surveyed teachers believe that teaching grammar is
essential to eventual mastery. However, they acknowledged that the teaching of grammar
was only one of many aspects that must be taught.
As far as corrective feedback is concerned, Schulz (2001) found that the FL
instructors she surveyed had strong beliefs on what, when, and how they should correct.
According to the data, 91% of the teachers believed that they should give corrective
feedback on written work. However, those same instructors were much less inclined to
give corrective feedback on spoken language; only 34% felt that it was appropriate to
correct errors as students were speaking. A possible reason for the difference could be
that instructors are aware of student feelings of inadequacy in the target language and do
not wish to risk publicly humiliating them (Reagan, 2005). Since it is much less likely
that students will feel humiliated by written feedback, instructors are more willing to
provide it. Eighty-four percent of the teachers acknowledged that they realized that
students expected error correction on written work (Schulz).
Student Perceptions on Feedback
What teachers perceive as effective in the language classroom is not always the
same as what their students recognize as effective (Cotterall, 1999; Lee, 2008; Li, 2010;
Rahimi, 2010; Schulz, 2001). The next section of this paper will be dedicated to what FL
students believe to be effective in terms of feedback. While it is not within the scope of
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this paper to examine learner beliefs in all cultures, an attempt to address a variety of
cultures will be made.
Lee (2008) collected and evaluated data from two secondary EFL classrooms in
Hong Kong. After reviewing feedback that instructors provided students on written
work, Lee asked students to respond to the effectiveness of the feedback via
questionnaires and checklists. Lee found that students‘ attitudes toward feedback
differed according to proficiency level. More-proficient students appreciated feedback
and asked for more of it. On the other hand, less-proficient students valued teacher
feedback less with the majority of them indicating that they would prefer not to receive
feedback (Lee).
Despite a majority of less-proficient students not wanting feedback, the students
who did want feedback specified that they wanted more explicit written feedback (Lee,
2008), quite possibly because their level was so low that they were not capable of
comprehending any other type of feedback. They wanted their instructors to tell them
exactly what the problem was, and then they wanted to know exactly how to fix it.
Students also revealed a strong preference for written feedback as opposed to oral
feedback. According to DeCapua and Wintergerst (2004), this inclination towards
written feedback allows them to save face. With written feedback, only the student to
whom the feedback is directed will know what was said, whereas oral feedback in the
classroom allows the whole class to know that the student has made a mistake.
Cotterall (1999) investigated how students learning English felt about the source
of feedback. Via a questionnaire, Cotterall discovered that a majority of students
believed that they benefited the most from feedback provided by the teacher. Also, a
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small portion of the students believed that they benefitted from feedback that they gave
themselves. The most likely reason that the majority believed that teacher feedback was
most beneficial is that they also believed that the instructor was the person most able to
determine how well they were progressing (Cotterall). This is most likely a result of
what Lee and VanPatten (2003) call the Atlas Complex, when the instructor assumes
most, if not all, responsibility in the classroom including providing students with
corrective feedback.
Many language students think they need corrective feedback in order to become
proficient in the target language. After polling over 600 language learners from a variety
of foreign language classrooms in Colombia, Schulz (2001) concluded that students feel
cheated when they do not receive corrective feedback. For example, when asked if they
would like the teacher to correct errors in speaking, 97% indicate that this is their hope.
When asked if they would like corrections on written work, 98% specified that they do.
When these questions were reversed and students were asked if they believed that
teachers should not correct errors, only 3% of Columbian students were in agreement
(Schulz).
Iranian students seem less convinced that corrective feedback is beneficial in the
language learning process. In a study conducted in Iran to determine student beliefs
regarding written corrective feedback, Rahimi (2010) discovered that 96% of students
agreed that teachers should correct student errors, but only 58% of students actually paid
close attention to the instructor feedback. An even lower percentage of students, 54%,
acknowledged that teacher comments helped them to improve their writing (Rahimi). An
obvious contradiction between what these students said they wanted, and what they
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believed was useful exists. Regardless of the reasons, it is apparent that Iranian students
do not believe that corrective feedback is especially helpful.
According to the previous sections of this paper, it appears that language teachers
share more common beliefs than language learners. The studies that I have included in
this paper represent teacher perspectives from a variety of countries and these countries
are culturally quite diverse (Iran, Colombia, Israel, Hong Kong, and the United States).
Therefore it is somewhat surprising that these teachers share so many beliefs related to
language teaching. White (2007) argues that teacher perceptions on language teaching
are becoming more cohesive as a result of globalization. Specifically, she believes that
technology is facilitating teacher-teacher interactions across the globe, thus leading
teachers of languages to become more unified in their beliefs and approaches. On the
other hand, students of language are less united in their beliefs than teachers. This
suggests that learners hold to more localized beliefs of what is effective and appropriate
in the language classroom.
Corrective Feedback in the Classroom
From the above, it can be concluded that most students believe that corrective
feedback is a necessary and useful aspect of the language learning classroom, instructors
also believe this but to a lesser degree (Schulz, 2001). In my own experience, I can attest
that students want and expect feedback in the language classroom. In teaching a Reading
2 class in the Intensive English Language Institute (IELI) at Utah State University,
several students (all of them from Asian countries) have asked me privately or publicly to
correct their errors in oral discourse. One student in particular was insistent that I correct
his errors and was genuinely disappointed when I told him that I could not correct every
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error that he made. When I asked my students why they wanted me to correct their
errors, the most common response was that providing corrective feedback was part of my
job as the instructor.
My philosophy on corrective feedback has evolved as I have moved from being a
language learner to being a language teacher. As a learner, I had very strong feelings
about errors and corrective feedback. I vividly remember a conversation that I had with
one of my language instructors in the beginning stages of my study of Spanish. One day
after class, I pulled aside my instructor and demanded that he stop me if I made an error
in speaking, and to correct the error then and there. He seemed disinclined to do that,
saying that at that particular stage in learning, that type of explicit error correction of oral
output would interrupt my study of the language.
Now that I am a language instructor, I see the wisdom in his reasoning. If I
corrected every error that my students made, I would spend nearly all of class time
correcting errors. It would be impossible to teach a coherent lesson. As an instructor, my
view of feedback is quite different from what I believed as a student. I accept that error
correction has its place in the language classroom, but only under certain parameters.
In the language classroom errors are inevitable; most scholars agree that making
errors is a necessary part of acquiring a second language (Corder, 1967; Hendrickson,
1978; Long, 1983). Errors can be quite useful because they reflect patterns of learners‘
developing interlanguage (Selinker, 1972), showing where they have over-generalized or
made a transfer error (Lightbown & Spada, 2006). In light of this, it is my job as the
instructor to teach learners that errors are not bad, that in fact, errors can often help me to
see that they are making progress in the language. For example, if students have
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overgeneralized in the simple past tense saying something like, ―I goed to the store,‖ I
can point out that they are picking up English grammar. In most cases, adding –ed onto
the end of the infinitive of the verb would be the correct way to form the past tense. This
error allows me to see that students are trying to apply grammatical rules.
Brown (2007), quoting Hendrickson (1980), suggests that before a correction is
made, the instructor should discern whether the error is local or global. Local errors
usually do not need to be corrected because they do not make comprehension impossible.
Some examples of local errors in English are: ―He want some bread,‖ and ―The girls
laughs all the time.‖ The meanings of these sentences are clear, and most likely, with
more experience speaking and hearing English, students will begin to correct themselves.
Whereas local errors do not hinder meaning, global errors may cause a breakdown in
communication and need to be corrected in order for comprehension to occur. Some
examples of global errors are: ―I like take taxi but my friend said so not that we should be
late for school,‖ and ―New students think police student money he ran police car.‖ In
these examples, the speaker‘s message is unclear and clarification is in order.
Some errors severely impede comprehension of meaning. Guntermann (1978)
reports that native speakers of Spanish misinterpret utterances that contain two errors of
tense and person 100% of the time.

She also reports that sentences containing two

errors of tense, two errors of mode, or errors in the use of ser, estar, or haber, were
misinterpreted at least 50% of the time. All teachers of language should be familiar with
the errors that cause a breakdown in communication in that specific language. This will
facilitate providing students with the scaffolding that they need in order to overcome said
errors.
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In all likelihood, students will not share my views on error correction. As I
mentioned, when I was learning Spanish I wanted my teachers to correct every error I
made. Schulz (2001) relates that this is the case for many language learners. I think that
it would be prudent to have a candid discussion about the pros and cons of error
correction with my students during the first few days of the semester. This will give all
the opportunity to come to a consensus on what is best for that particular classroom.
Bringing Teacher and Student Perspectives into Agreement
Research has shown that error correction can be useful. After a meta-analysis of
33 studies (both published and unpublished) focusing on the effectiveness of corrective
feedback, Li (2010) concluded that the feedback had a ―medium effect and the effect was
maintained over time‖ (342). My own opinion is that the effectiveness of corrective
feedback is based on student attitudes and expectations. For example, if students believe
that good language teachers always supply written feedback, that is what they will expect
and benefit the most from. In light of this, I believe that every language teacher should
make an attempt to determine what the students believe about feedback. The final
section of this paper will be dedicated to my view of how language teachers can
accomplish this.
Identifying Student Perspectives
In my view, helping students become aware of their own beliefs on how language
is learned will help them to solidify their views on what type of corrective feedback they
prefer. I propose that language teachers should first lead a discussion during which
students are encouraged to share their views and beliefs on effective language learning
and teaching practices. I would do this by putting student in pairs or groups of three
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(ideally with group mates of a different language background) to discuss the following
questions:
1. How do language teachers in your country correct errors?
2. Do you believe that this method of correction is good or bad?
3. If you believe that the method that language teachers in your country use to
correct students is bad, what method do you believe they should use?
4. If you believe that the method that language teachers in your country use to
correct students is good, why do you believe this?
5. If you believe that the method that language teachers in your country use to
correct students is good, do you believe that your current teacher should use
that same method?
These questions will help students to start thinking about what they believe are
good teacher practices regarding corrective feedback. The students‘ ideas should be
recorded to be used later in lesson planning; scholars (e.g., Csizer & Dornyei, 2005) have
stressed the importance of catering to student beliefs as this raises motivation. When
students see that what they say has a positive effect on instructional practices, they will
be more inclined to participate in classroom activities. I do not believe that this process
should take much time, less than one class period should be sufficient.
After allowing students to express their beliefs on language learning in general,
instructors should then guide students in a discussion focused on feedback. I believe that
a survey would facilitate this process (Appendix D). After students fill out the survey, a
class discussion based on the most salient findings would assist learners in solidifying
and defining how they feel about corrective feedback. At this point it would be beneficial
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to discuss with the class what research has shown to be effective as far as corrective
feedback is concerned (Ellis, 2009).
It is quite possible that students will want something that is impractical (e.g., the
teacher must correct every error). This is when the instructor can bring to the attention of
the students the practicality of their desires. A candid discussion of what can and cannot
be practically accomplished in the classroom will go a long way in showing the students
that the instructor is aware of their needs and at the same time strongly rooted in sound
pedagogical practices.
Conclusion
In my experience, students have been much more willing to cooperate in the classroom
when they feel that they have a voice. I have not always been able to address what every
student wants, but I believe that my gathering and including student perceptions when
planning curriculum lets them know that I care about them. Even if it is only possible for
me to address a few general concerns, once students see that I care about them, they will
be more willing to work with me in order to establish a classroom setting that is
conducive to learning.
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ANALYSIS AND REFLECTION OF TEACHING VIDEO
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ANALYSIS AND REFLECTION OF TEACHING VIDEO
The video on which I base this reflection was recorded while I was teaching a
mini-lesson to a group of my peers in the MSLT program. The objective of the lesson
was that students would be able to successfully navigate a basic introduction by asking
and giving their names, ages, nationalities, and hobbies in Spanish. The class was ideal
as most of the ‗students‘ spoke a second language (but not Spanish) and all were attentive
during the lesson.
In the years that I was a language learner myself, my most effective language
learning occurred with teachers who spoke to me solely in the target language. This
forced me to always pay attention. I believe that using the target language as much as
possible is essential in language teaching; at least 90% of instruction should be in the
target language. In light of this, I conducted the entire lesson in Spanish.
Carrying out the lesson in Spanish was a good opportunity for me to see how well
(or poorly) I was communicating with my students. To facilitate their comprehension, I
slowed my rate of speech down considerably and also used hand and facial gestures much
more than I would in an interaction with a native Spanish speaker. These strategies made
it much more likely that they would comprehend what I was saying. As I stated in my
teaching philosophy, in most foreign language learning situations, the instructor is the
main source of target language input. I was happy to see that I was able to provide my
learners with a good amount of target language input while at the same time ensuring that
they were capturing the communicative intent of my output.
I believe that in this particular aspect of teaching Spanish I am very well prepared.
I lived in Venezuela for nearly two years and communicated solely in Spanish while I
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was there. I do not feel awkward speaking in Spanish; it feels very natural to me. I hope
to be able to use this to the advantage of my students in the future.
In language teaching, it is beneficial and necessary to push learners to process the
target language as native speakers of that language do as opposed to processing the target
language as they would process the native tongue. As I outlined in my teaching
philosophy and in my language artifact, this is known as processing instruction (PI). Part
of what I was teaching was the first person singular conjugation of several Spanish verbs.
In English, it is necessary to use subject pronouns (I, you, he, she, we, and they)
to signal who the subject of the sentence is. If we leave out a subject noun phrase in
English, the exact meaning of an utterance is often unclear. In Spanish, the subject of the
sentence is indicated by the verb ending. As we were only working with first person
singular conjugations, the corresponding verb ending in Spanish is ‗o.‘
In English we say ‗I speak,‘ because saying only ‗speak‘ would not indicate who
is speaking. In Spanish, one can say ‗hablo’ and though it is only one word, it is
perfectly clear who is speaking. The ‗o’ at the end of the verb indicates that it is
conjugated in first person singular. The error that many Anglophones make when
speaking Spanish is to overuse subject pronouns. Research has shown that native
speakers use them less than 20% of the time.
In order to push my students away from overusing subject pronouns, I did not
even mention them. Instead when I conjugated a verb in the first person singular, I
emphasized the verb ending. Also, when I was referring to myself, I would use a gesture
to indicate that I was talking about myself and when I was referring to other people, I
would use a gesture to indicate that I was speaking to or about them. My strategy was
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effective; the students in my class did not overuse the Spanish subject pronouns. This
was particularly satisfying to me as I often overused them in the beginning stages of
learning Spanish.
In order to make language teaching more effective, instructors should strive to
teach language following the natural developmental sequences that learners progress
through as they acquire the target language. The mini-lesson that I taught was meant to
be the very first lesson in a beginning Spanish class. If my goal was to follow the natural
developmental sequence of Anglophones learning Spanish, I should have taught the
gerund (-ing in English and –ando/iendo in Spanish). According to a native Spanish
speaking professor in the MSLT, the gerund is usually the Spanish grammatical form that
Anglophones master first. Though I think that I taught an effective lesson, I did not
follow my teaching philosophy. Even though I believe that following natural
developmental sequences greatly facilitates learning, I did not act on this belief.
Another strong belief that I have but failed to address in my lesson is that students
must interact with each other. I can interact with only one student at a time and other
students can listen. However, learners make more meaningful connections when they are
interacting with someone in the target language. After watching the video, my
guesstimate of the amount of time that students spent interacting with each other is about
three minutes out of 20, or only 15% of the time. It is not entirely accurate to judge use
of the target language off of just 20 minutes of class time; some days the teacher will talk
more while other days the students will dominate oral interaction. In the long run, I feel
that my students do use the target language fairly extensively.
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I need to do much better than this. It is difficult to design lesson in which the
students are frequently interacting with one another, but it is also one of the most
effective ways for learners to solidify their understanding of the concepts that are being
taught. In the future, I need ensure that I provide my students with the interaction time
that they need in order to progress.
Analyzing this video has allowed me to be more aware of my strengths and
weaknesses as a language teacher. My task now is to build on my strengths and eliminate
to the greatest degree possible my weaknesses. This will not be an easy or a short
process; I will need to work on this throughout the rest of my career. I believe that
periodically taping myself as I teach and then analyzing my teaching strategies and
behaviors is an effective manner in which I can build on my strengths and eliminate my
weaknesses.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

This annotated bibliography is a collection of the most influential works that I
read during my course of study in the MSLT. I have included both books and
articles. I have organized the bibliography into three categories: works on teaching
language, works on cultural perspectives, and works on L2 reading.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Teaching Language

Ballman, T. L., Liskin-Gasparro, J. E., & Mandell, P. B. (2001). The communicative
classroom. Boston, MA: Heinle & Heinle.
Summary
In the opening chapter of this book, Ballman, Liskin-Gasparro, and Mandell state
that their aim is to demystify communicative language teaching especially as it applies to
Spanish teachers. They explain how classroom communication fits into the larger
context of communicative competence. Also, they promote speaking as the language
learning goal for both students and teachers. For Ballman, Liskin-Gasparro, and
Mandell, classroom communication must be a positive motivating factor which also
prepares students to use Spanish in real-world situations. The authors dedicate time to
the oft disputed topic of how to teach grammar in the L2 classroom. After reviewing the
two extremes of grammar teaching—grammar is the goal of instruction, versus grammar
has no place in the language classroom—they explain that grammar should support
communication. They also provide several examples of how explicit grammar instruction
can support learning.
Ballman, Liskin-Gasparro, and Mandell present how a communicative classroom
should operate. For the authors, an important aspect of communicative language teaching
is using task-based activities which they define as being learner centered, focused on
meaningful exchange of information, and culminating in a concrete representation of the
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information gathered. After explaining how communicative classrooms should operate,
the authors lay out how to assess speaking, focusing on how to present and score
assessment of oral output. The authors give some practical advice on how to successfully
manage a communicative classroom. They cover such issues as how to lead a class
discussion, what promotes better student responses, what types of speaking behaviors
should teachers encourage, and how to implement student-centered pedagogy.
Reaction
Any teacher of Spanish must have this book. These days, there is no disputing
that research has shown that in order for language classrooms to be successful, they have
to be communicative. As this book is directed specifically at Spanish teachers, it is
invaluable to me. I especially appreciate the examples of task-based communicative
activities that are presented. They provide concrete examples of good teaching practices.
Chapter four on assessing oral output is just what every Spanish teacher needs. Since the
goal should be communication, it is important to accurately and fairly assessing
communication acts. I would recommend this book to all teachers of Spanish and it is in
my top five of most used books.

Brown, H. D. (2007). Teaching by principles: An interactive approach to language
pedagogy. (3rd ed.). White Plains, NY: Pearson Education, Inc.
Summary
Brown provides teachers of any language with sound pedagogical principles on
which to base their lesson planning. The book is categorized into six sections. The first
section is titled Foundations for Classroom Practice; included in this section are Brown‘s
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12 principles for effective language teaching. They are put into three categories;
cognitive, socio-affective, and linguistic principles. The cognitive principles are:
automaticity, meaningful learning, anticipation of reward, intrinsic motivation, strategic
investment, and autonomy. The socio-affective principles are: language ego, willingness
to communicate, and the language-culture connection. The last three principles are
linguistic: the native language effect, inter-language, and communicative competence.
Based on these principles, Brown puts forth his theories on how language should be
taught in a variety of situations while taking into account the different learning styles that
will be present in every language classroom.
The next section, Contexts of Learning and Teaching, covers individual
differences of students in the classroom. The third section, Designing and Implementing
Classroom Lessons, covers all the aspects of teaching that both beginning and veteran
teachers should know. There are chapters on lesson planning, techniques and materials,
technology in the classroom, initiating interaction, group work, classroom management,
and strategies-based instruction. Section four, Teaching Language Skills, provides
guidelines on how to integrate the four basic skills of language: listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. In the last chapter of this section, Brown explains how to design
and implement form-focused instruction. The fifth section, Assessing Language Skills,
gives guidance on how to prepare assessments that are practical, reliable, valid, authentic,
and that encourage positive washback. The last section, Lifelong Learning, covers the
responsibility that teachers have to continue developing their skills.
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Reaction
I have found this book useful in my study of second language teaching theory,
because it provides basic information on a wide variety of topics. I agree with Brown
that we should no longer feel the need to hold to a particular method or set of methods,
because we are in a ―post method era.‖ Language teachers should understand how
students learn and expend their energies on approaches that are most likely to help the
students acquire the target language. All language teachers would benefit from reading
this book. Brown‘s principles, tied to communicative language teaching, are a good base
from which teachers can plan instruction.

Celce-Murcia, M., Dornyei, Z., & Thurrell, S. (1995). Communicative competence: A
pedagogically motivated model with content specifications. Issues in Applied
Linguistics, 6(2), 5-35.
Summary
The authors propose an updated model of communicative competence. They base
their model on the work of Canale and Swain (1983). Canale and Swain‘s model
included four competences: discourse, grammatical, sociolinguistic, and strategic
competence. Celce-Murcia et. al. add one more competence, actional, to bring the total
to five. For the authors, discourse competence is being able to select, sequence, and
arrange words, as well as sentences and utterances into unified spoken or written text.
Celce-Murcia et. al. re-label grammatical competence as linguistic competence which
involves the basic elements of communication such as sentence patterns and
morphological inflections, as well as phonological and orthographic systems. The new
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competence, actional competence, is defined as the ability to convey meaning and
communicative intent. Sociocultural competence requires knowing how to use the target
language appropriately. The final competency, strategic competency, involves the
strategies that second language learners use to make up for their language deficiency.
Aside from these definitions, the authors also provide detailed explanations of how the
competences are used while at the same time providing content specifications for each
competency. After putting forth the new model, the authors indicate that the next step is
to develop methods to effectively teach these competencies in the classroom.
Reaction
Though this article was written more than fifteen years ago, I believe that it is still
useful today. I have not been able to find any literature that goes into so much detail on
each competency. The competences are explained very well, with numerous subcomponents listed for each competency. Though they do not go into how to effectively
teach the competences in the classroom, I believe that information that the authors have
provided on the competences can help educators to design curriculum that addresses them
in the L2 classroom. The explanations are so in depth that language teachers should be
able to use the information to come up with their own activities to address the individual
competencies.
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de Ramirez, L. L. (1996). Stories from the oral tradition: Language in context for the
Spanish classroom. Hispania, 79(3), 561-566.
Summary
De Ramirez advocates that language be taught in a meaningful context as this will
make it more likely to be acquired by second language learners. She believes that
textbooks provide activities based on grammar forms which decontextualizes the
language making it difficult for learners to learn the target language. De Ramirez
explains that to make learning happen in a meaningful context, topics must be selected
that are interesting, salient, and of course connected to the target language. These
materials will assure a higher likelihood that students will be motivated to participate in
classroom tasks. De Ramirez knows that the Spanish speaking cultures of the world have
great oral traditions which are invaluable sources of material for the language classroom.
She believed that using Spanish oral traditions would be effective in her classroom so she
compiled authentic texts based on these oral traditions from many Spanish-speaking
countries. She asked native speakers to share stories that were common to their country
and then compiled them into a book. De Ramirez describes how she was able to base her
lessons on the oral traditions that she had gathered. She recommends that teachers collect
and use other stories of this kind in the classroom.
Reaction
I read this article in the first few weeks of my program and immediately jumped
on the ―Authentic Texts‖ bandwagon, since that time my viewpoint on using authentic
texts has changed. This article serves as a good example of a technique that all language
teachers can implement in their classrooms. The idea behind her approach—that texts
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must be authentic and interesting—is one that all language teachers should foster. The
opportunity to access authentic texts is greater today than it has ever been. I think it is
important that I begin collecting my own sources to use in the classroom.

Johnstone, R. (2010). Review of research on language teaching, learning and policy
published in 2008. Language Teaching, 43, 430-460.
Summary
According to Johnstone, the goal of this review is to provide an overview of the
key themes of 2008 in the field of language teaching. He admits that it was impossible to
review each of the more than 1000 articles published on the topic. He states that the 8090 articles that he chose to include are not necessarily the ‗best‘ articles, but the most
relevant today. The review is divided into seven subtopics: complexity, acquisition,
competence and proficiency, learning and teaching, affectivity and identity, policy and
evaluation, and technology. Each subtopic is founded on between four and thirteen
journal articles with the learning and teaching category covering 13 articles. Johnstone
summarizes the articles and provides critical commentary.
Reaction
As a general overview, this is a great tool for researchers. The author sums up
each article in about 200 words. I found more than 10 articles that address topics that I
am currently researching. Searching online databases is great, but they provide abstracts
written by the authors. It is therefore great to have a somewhat critical and scholarly
summary of this broad range of topics in language teaching.
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Lee, J. F., & VanPatten, B. (2003). Making communicative language teaching happen.
NY: McGraw Hills.
Summary
This book serves as a guide to help language teachers develop activities that lead
learners towards communication in the target language. For the authors, communication
involves four interrelated competences: grammatical, discourse, sociolinguistic, and
strategic. As with most language teaching textbooks, it deals with writing, speaking,
listening, and reading. There is a focus on comprehensible and meaning-bearing input as
the base for all activities. According to Lee and VanPatten, these two features are central
to effective language learning and teaching. In order for language students to learn, it is
imperative that the input they receive is accessible to them. Also, the input that L2
learners receive must bear a message of some sort that the learners have to attend to.
The authors suggest that language teachers reassess how they use oral
communication in the classroom. If information-exchange is not the reason for oral
communication (students are doing drill and repetition, etc.), then teachers should look
for ways to provide students with opportunities to meaningfully exchange information.
Lee and VanPatten also advise that instruction be based on structured input to assist
learners in making form-meaning connections. In addition, they advocate using
structured output activities to connect meaning to grammatical forms.
Reaction
This book opened my eyes to the necessity of structuring input in a way that
makes it as easy as possible for the learners to comprehend new forms or structures. I
learned that it is important to keep learners‘ processing strategies in mind when planning
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lessons. The approaches described in this book are quite different from what I was
exposed to as a language learner, and by implementing them, I will be a more efficient
language teacher.

Lightbown, P. M., & Spada, N. (2006). How languages are learned. New York: Oxford
University Press.
Summary
The authors‘ goal is to familiarize language instructors with current knowledge in
the field of second language teaching. There are seven chapters in the book. In the first,
they cover first language learning as well as childhood bilingualism. Chapter two
provides an in-depth look at how second language learning takes place, including the
main theory and practice in use in today‘s classrooms. The next two chapters deal with
the individual differences that language learners bring to the classroom and how these
differences affect how they produce the target language. In chapter five, the authors
discuss the primary methods of observing language learning and language teaching as a
lead up to chapter six. The sixth chapter is where they put forth their six ‗proposals‘ for
effective language teaching. They are: get it right from the beginning (match your
teaching approach to the style and ability of the learners), just listen… and read (based on
Krashen‘s theory of comprehensible input), let‘s talk (emphasizing the importance of
negotiation of meaning), two for one (encouraging student participation through contentbased instruction), teach what is teachable (follow developmental sequences in language
learning), and get it right in the end (focus on form at the right time). The authors cite
many studies carried out by influential scholars in the field of language teaching and
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learning in support of their proposals. The final chapter of the book addresses some
common ideas about language learning. According to what they have researched, the
authors decide whether each of the beliefs is true or not.
Reaction
The book does not go into great detail on the different approaches, but the
suggestions for further reading are excellent. The bibliography alone makes this book a
valuable resource. I find the section addressing the role of corrective feedback especially
enlightening. As I contemplated what research has shown, and my own approach to
giving feedback, I realized that what I have been doing is probably not the most effective
strategy as I had not been doing much to address student needs. In my opinion, the most
useful chapter in the book is the sixth one which is where the authors put forth their
proposals for effective language teaching. I believe that their proposals are sound,
especially in light of the research they cite in order to support them.

O‘Malley, J. M., & Valdez-Pierce, L. (1996). Authentic assessment for English language
learners: Practical approaches for teachers. USA: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company Inc.
Summary
The objective of this book is to prepare educators to fairly assess English
Language Learners (ELL‘s). The authors do this by putting forth the major strategies
needed to implement authentic assessment not only as it applies to individual classrooms,
but also as it applies to entire schools. They define authentic assessment as ―multiple
forms of assessment that are consistent with classroom goals, curricula, and instruction‖
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(p. 2). They also propose that alternative assessments in which the goal is to find out
what the student knows and can do are also authentic assessments. O‘Malley and
Valdez-Pierce assert that authentic assessment is the way to gain truly valid test results,
especially in the case of ELL‘s. The book comprises eight chapters. The first two
prepare the reader to fully understand what authentic assessment is and the methods and
approaches used in designing authentic assessments. The next five chapters deal with
specific types of assessment: portfolios, oral, reading, writing, and content area
assessments. The last chapter of the book is dedicated to giving examples of what
practicing teachers and schools do in order to authentically assess ELL‘s in various
situations. Examples are given from the areas of math, history, and science in the
secondary setting. Also, examples are given from several elementary classrooms.
Reaction
Accurately and fairly assessing language learners should be a top priority for all
teachers. This book provides some excellent guidelines to assist educators as they strive
to carry this out. The information that is included in the book is great; however, there is a
noticeable deficiency in the area of listening. Though most experts agree that listening is
one of the four main skills (in conjunction with speaking, writing, and reading), it is not
covered. The last chapter of the book more than makes up for this deficiency; the
authentic assessment examples that are given are excellent. Though some are geared
towards secondary learners and some are geared toward elementary learners, I believe
that most of the given examples could very easily be modified to fit learners of any
proficiency. Another great aspect of this book is the grading rubrics that are given. An
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important part of assessment is grading fairly. Well designed rubrics greatly facilitate
this task.

Savignon, Sandra J. (1997). Communicative competence: Theory and classroom practice
(2nd ed.). New York: McGraw-Hill.
Summary
In the preface, Savignon states that this teacher training textbook was written for
classroom teachers and those in training to become teachers. It is formatted in typical
textbook fashion. The first chapters are dedicated to the issues in theory and pedagogy
that promote current developments in language teaching (current in the late 1990‘s). This
is where she gives her explanation of communicative competence. Basing her work on
what Canale and Swain have proposed, Savignon concludes that communicative
competence has four parts: grammar, sociolinguistic, discourse, and strategic. Savignon
provides a comprehensive overview of the field of second language teaching and learning
research, as well as explaining how this research could influence what happens in
language classrooms. She addresses the important topic of teacher and learner attitudes
towards learning language. First Savignon gives an overview of how learner attitudes
affect achievement in the classroom. Then she goes into how to measure learner and
instructor attitudes and finishes up on how to use this knowledge to improve language
teaching and learning. There is a chapter dedicated to materials in which Savignon goes
over three different ways to design syllabi: structural, based on grammar; notionalfunctional, based on communicative functions and notions (general concepts of meaning
such as time or location); and situational, which is a syllabus based on situations that
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learners will face in the target language. As with most language teaching textbooks, a
chapter is dedicated to activities designed for the L2 classroom that are based on the
principles of communicative language teaching. The topic of how to address learner
errors is also addressed. Savignon wraps up this textbook by covering how to effectively
assess language learners based on the four communicative competencies.
Reaction
This book is now 14 years old. In the field of language and teaching this is no
longer considered ‗cutting edge‘ material. However, the four communicative
competencies that Savignon presents are still relevant in language classrooms today. One
of the most useful chapters of the book is the first because this is where she defines
grammatical, discourse, sociolinguistic, and strategic competencies and how they are all
interrelated to form communicative competence. Also, the fifth chapter on classroom
activities is a great resource for language teachers because of the concrete examples of
how to teach the different competences. The last chapter is also a good resource on
assessment in the L2 classroom.

Shrum, J. L., Glisan, E. W. (2010). Teacher’s handbook: Contextualized language
instruction. (4th ed.). Boston, MA: Heinle.
Summary
The fourth edition of the Teacher‘s Handbook is formatted as many language
teaching textbooks are. The first chapters introduce the topic of the book, in this case
contextualized language teaching. In the preface the authors state, ―Language that is
introduced and taught in meaningful contexts enables the learner to acquire competency
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in using language for real-world communicative purposes‖ (p. ix). After introducing key
theoretical frameworks that focus on learning and engagement, the authors examine how
language instruction can be presented and taught in meaningful contexts with a focus on
the Standards for Foreign Language Learning in the 21st Century (SFLL). The authors
include their views on how to effectively plan contextualized language lessons. Shrum
and Glisan also focus specifically on techniques geared toward elementary and middle
school learners. The authors include chapters on approaches to developing skills in
interpretive communication, grammar, interpersonal communication, and oral
communication. One of the concluding chapters addresses the necessity of accepting and
handling diversity in the classroom. The final sections of the book provide an overview
of assessment strategies, and how to take advantage of technology in the language
learning classroom.
Reaction
This book is valuable in that it covers the theories behind the most common
approaches used in language classrooms. It is especially useful to see how the standards
are applied to actual teaching situations. The book would be more useful to teachers if it
gave more examples of how to implement the theories that it puts forth. Using only the
examples from the book, I find it hard to duplicate the activities. It would be helpful if
the authors included more explicit instructions on how to plan effective activities to
contextualize language teaching. Moreover, the last chapter on technology was not
particularly up to date.
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Wong, W. (2002). Linking form and meaning: Processing instruction. The French
Review, 76(2), 236-264.
Summary
This study was based on VanPatten‘s views on processing instruction and
structured input. The author reviews the main characteristics of processing instruction
(PI) that VanPatten formulated and the guidelines for creating structured input (SI)
activities. The three major characteristics of PI are (1) explicit information about target
structure, (2) explicit information about processing strategies, and (3) structured input.
Six steps are used in developing SI activities (1) present one thing at a time, (2) keep
meaning in focus, (3) move from sentence to connected discourse, (4) use both oral and
written input, (5) have learners do something with the input, and (6) keep the learners‘
processing strategies in mind. Wong then uses these to create activities to teach learners
of French certain forms and structures. Her goal is to test the effectiveness of structured
input on the form-meaning connections that her subjects make. After conducting her
research, she concludes that the SI activities assisted learners in correctly processing
certain forms and structures in French that normally are hard to process. Wong also
provides a review of other studies that have been done on processing instruction and
structured input. Her conclusion is that PI is more effective than traditional instruction.
Reaction
This article has great examples of SI activities, and the explanations that the
author gives about how to implement said activities are also very helpful. I believe that
structuring activities to give learners the best advantage possible is an essential approach
to teaching language. In light of that, this article is great because of the detailed
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instructions it gives on how to plan these types of lessons. I think that it is important to
realize that it will not be possible to present all target forms by using SI activities. Also,
there is no expectation of output in this approach. SI is very useful in getting the students
to pay attention to certain forms, but they are not required to produce the language. It
will be important to provide communicative task-based interactions in order for students
to practice producing the target language.
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Cultural Perspectives

Guntermann, G. (1978). A study of the frequency and communicative effects of errors in
Spanish. The Modern Language Journal, 62(5/6), 249-253.
Summary
This study is ancient in the field of second langugae acquisition, but I cannot find
another study that systematically evaluates how Spanish language learners' errors impede
comprehension when they are interacting with native Spanish speakers. This article
specifically delineates the errors that cause breakdowns in communication and nothing
has been published recently that deals with this specific aspect of learners' errors on
native speakers' comprehension.
This study delineates the most common errors that Anglophones commit when
speaking Spanish. It was carried out in El Salvador and the data came from 30 Peace
Corp volunteers. An FSI (Foreign Service Institute) interview was given to each
individual after they had completed eight-ten weeks of training. The interview was taperecorded, and the errors were then transcribed into writing and classified according to 37
grammatical categories that generally appear in Spanish textbooks. These were then
grouped under seven headings ranging from Substitution to Word Order. The errors were
shown to native speakers, and the native speakers were asked to decipher them. The
study reveals that compound errors caused the most problems as far as comprehensibility
is concerned, especially if error of tense and person were both committed in the same
utterance. Substitution errors were the least likely to be misinterpreted. Errors of
agreement were committed the most often, but were only misinterpreted 20% of the time.
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Reaction
As I already mentioned, though this article is old, it is extremely useful because it
gives the errors that Anglophones commit that most often cause breakdowns in
communication with native speakers of Spanish. My individual style of learning requires
that I be informed of every error that I make be it big or small, so I often struggle to
understand when it is appropriate or necessary to correct errors. I like this study because
it clearly states which errors cause the most problems for native speakers. I think that it
will be a good guide for me; the errors that are misinterpreted most often should be
addressed in the classroom. I do not think that I have to stop the whole class to point out
an error of this type. It would be more appropriate to tell students what causes confusion,
and then help them help each other to be aware of their mistakes.

Moran, P. A. (2001). Teaching culture: Perspectives in practice. Boston, MA: Heinle.
Summary
The purpose of this book is to prepare language educators (of any language and in
any country) to first understand culture, and then prepare them to effectively teach it.
Moran is careful to make the distinction between teaching culture and learning culture.
For Moran, there are many views, outcomes, models, and approaches to teaching culture.
After reviewing all of these, he explains that teaching culture for him is about cultural
experiences which are any encounters between learners and another way of life. Moran
explains how culture should be taught based on the four stages of the experiential
learning cycle as a sequence of the four cultural knowings: knowing about, knowing how,
knowing why, and knowing oneself. It is not until the third chapter that he defines
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culture as an evolving way of life consisting of shared products, practices, and
perspectives of persons within specific social settings and communities. A considerable
amount of space is dedicated to dealing with these five dimensions of cultures: products,
practices, perspectives, communities, and persons. Moran makes the case that culture
teaching must be explicit in language and culture classrooms. Additionally, all
throughout the book Moran provides example activities that can be used to help both
teachers and learners reflect on cultural situations according to the experiential learning
cycle listed above.
Reaction
Now that the field of language teaching has recognized the importance of teaching
culture as a part of language instruction, practical examples of how to explore culture in
the classroom are needed. This book is replete with just such examples. Each of the 12
chapters contains multiple opportunities to explore one or more of the ‗knowings‘ in
Moran‘s experiential learning cycle. Also, Moran begins every chapter with a personal
cultural experience that he had as a learner of French. These examples provide a good
base for reflection. In my opinion, before one can teach about culture, one must first
have explored one‘s own culture. Moran‘s five dimensions of culture form a perfect
framework for exploring one‘s own culture and helping learners to explore new cultures.
Any cultural situation can be evaluated based on the products, practices, perspectives,
communities, and people that are involved. These dimensions are effective in helping
both learners and teachers organize their thoughts on why and how people do what they
do.
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Reagan, T. (2005). Non-western educational systems: Indigenous approaches to
educational thought and practice. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
Inc.
Summary
The target audience of this book is pre- and in-service teachers. Reagan provides
an overview of the history of just a few of the major non-western educational systems.
He covers seven different traditions: African, Mesoamerican, Native American, Chinese,
Hinduism and Buddhism, the Roma, and Islamic. Before treating each individual
educational system, Reagan takes the first chapter to provide a theoretical foundation of
the teaching of culture in order to prepare the reader to study the above mentioned
cultures. Part of this preparation is an enlightening conversation on the subject of
ethnocentrism. In chapter two he tackles the difficult task of defining culture. He
explores the role of anthropology in the study of culture as well as expounding on the
concepts of power and dominance as they pertain to culture. Reagan never gives a
concrete definition of western culture. The closest he comes to that is saying that there
are many different cultures that share certain aspects of a common historical background.
According to Reagan, this historical background is the Classical Greek Period. The next
seven chapters are dedicated to the above-mentioned cultures in the order that they are
listed. The core values and beliefs of each culture are briefly covered before an overview
of major influences on their educational systems is given. The last chapter of the book
includes a review of common themes. These themes include the following: what
westerners call ‗non-formal‘ schooling, community based education, a focus on preparing
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children to grow up civically minded, vocational education, the role of the family, and the
role of values, morality, and spirituality in education.
Reaction
Teacher training programs in the United States almost exclusively focus on the
history of western education. Though understandable, this means that unless teachers in
the US study non-western educational traditions on their own, they may never become
aware of the differences between western and non-western systems. As diverse as
American schools are these days, a knowledge of other cultures is a necessity for all
educators. Reading this book will not give American teachers all the knowledge they
need to successfully address the needs of culturally diverse students. However, it will
alert them to some main trends and issues of major world cultures. This awareness will
help teachers to bridge the gap and be more culturally sensitive towards non-western
students. The book is intended only to make American educators aware of other
educational practices, but I think that many of the non-American practices mentioned
therein could be applied in American classrooms with success.

Reagan, T. G., & Osborn, T. A. (2002). The foreign language educator in society:
Towards a critical pedagogy. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
Summary
As is obvious by the title, the target audience for this book is language teachers.
The authors strive to encourage language teachers to broaden ‗their conception of [their]
own discipline‘ (p. xii), thus preparing themselves to address the social context of
language learning and teaching in the United States. Reagan and Osborn start out by
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reviewing language teaching methodologies, specifically focusing on both the practical
and the ideological realities of teaching foreign languages in a country where
monolingualism has been the norm. The authors speculate that monolingualism is
viewed as the norm because not all languages are considered linguistically legitimate.
Specifically, they mention that African American Vernacular English and American Sign
Language are sometimes not considered legitimate languages for foreign language study,
and that users of those languages are sometimes not considered bilingual. Reagan and
Osborn argue that an effective approach to foreign language teaching is constructivism.
In their opinion, curriculum should be designed on such constructivist principles as
allowing student thinking to drive lessons by encouraging discussion through use of
open-ended questions. Another important issue for the authors is the concept of the
foreign language teacher as a social activist, by which they mean that educators of
language should promote language rights. As with most textbooks on language, this one
also includes a chapter on curriculum development.
Reaction
I agree with Reagan and Osborn that language teachers should strive to promote
language rights. It seems to me that the majority of Americans do not appreciate any
language other than English. This truly is a lamentable attitude. In my opinion, fluency
in a second language should be a top priority in education in the US. The benefits of
bilingualism go beyond just being better prepared to be successful in our ever shrinking
world. The cognitive benefits of being bilingual are well documented. We as language
teachers need to make our voice heard; language teaching and learning are important.
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Schulz, R. A. (2001). Cultural differences in student and teacher perceptions concerning
the role of grammar instruction and corrective feedback: USA – Colombia. The
Modern Language Journal, 85(2), 244-258.
Summary
This study details the results of a survey that was given to over 1000 foreign
language learners in Colombia and the US, as well as to over 200 teachers in those same
countries. The survey was conducted to gather data on learners‘ and teachers‘
perceptions about explicit grammar instruction and corrective feedback in foreign
language classrooms. The findings reveal that there is a high level of agreement between
the students as a group and the teachers as a group regardless of the culture. Overall, the
students demonstrate a desire to have more explicit feedback in the classroom. On the
other hand, the surveyed teachers generally believe that their L2 learners need less
explicit feedback. The same trend is evident on the topic of grammar; students want
more and the teachers tend to agree that their learners need less explicit grammar
instruction. However, it is evident that there are some differences between students as a
group and teachers as a group according to culture. Also there are quite a few
discrepancies between what students believe and what teachers believe, especially
concerning explicit grammar instruction.
Reaction
A problem I am sure to face is that what I believe will be different from what my
students believe. I think that it is important for teachers and students to be on the same
page; this means that it would probably be helpful for me to explain to my students why I
do things the way that I do. Also, it is important to involve students in the decision
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making process, and to give them the opportunity to express what their beliefs are. After
I know how they feel about the process of teaching grammar, I think that we could come
to an agreement of what would be the most efficient approach for that particular set of
learners.
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L2 Reading

Bamford, J., & Day, R. R. (2004). Extensive reading activities for teaching language.
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press.
Summary
In the introduction, Bamford and Day state that the premise of the book is that
extensive reading belongs in the classroom. This is followed by more than 100 reading
activities for the language classroom. In order to facilitate correctly implementing
extensive reading, the authors give ten guiding principles. They are (1) the reading
material is easy; (2) a variety of reading material on a wide range of topics is available;
(3) learners choose what they want to read; (4) learners read as much as possible; (5)
reading speed is usually faster rather than slower; (6) the purpose of reading is usually
related to pleasure, information, and general understanding; (7) reading is individual and
silent; (8) reading is its own reward; (9) the teacher orients and guides the students; and
(10) the teacher is a role model of a reader. The principles are given in order to provide a
theoretical framework for carrying extensive reading out in the classroom. The reading
activities are given to demonstrate how to put the principles into action. All of the
activities are laid out in the same format. The target level of learner proficiency of each
activity is given along with the purpose of the activity. Next, what must be done to
prepare and implement the activity is stated followed by helpful tips. After that, advice
on how to expand or modify the activity is given. This well-structured format facilitates
using the book.
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Reaction
I enthusiastically support reading in any language. Though I do not necessarily
agree with everything Bamford and Day have to say, this book provides effective reading
activities. For example, Day and Bamford seem to advocate reading as the silver bullet
of language instruction; nothing more is needed. I do not believe that it is possible to
dedicate a whole class only to reading, but the activities given in this book can be used in
conjunction with communicative classroom activities. The activities are presented in
such a way that any language teacher could easily implement them in the classroom.

Elley, W.B., & Mangubhai, F. (1983). The impact of reading on second language
learning. Reading Research Quarterly, 19(1), 53-67.
Summary
The authors identify five critical differences between learning a first language and
a second language. Their hypothesis is that the effects of those five differences can be
greatly reduced through a reading program. The program makes use of a large amount of
high interest story books. The study was carried out in Fiji with a sample of 380 students
from 4th and 5th grades. The control group consisted of 234 students that received
instruction in the regular English language program. The students came from eight rural
schools. Sixteen teachers were involved as well and they were instructed on two methods
of promoting the books to the students. To test their hypothesis, the authors administered
a pre-test and a post-test to all of the students. The post-test was given after eight
months, and demonstrated that students who had read many stories showed progress in
reading and listening that was around twice the rate of their peers who had not read
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extensively. Another test, given after 20 months, showed that students had made
increased gains in reading and listening and that the gains had spread to other language
skills.
Reaction
This study was done quite a while ago, but I believe that the findings are still very
relevant today. The authors‘ findings have been around so long that it seems like the idea
that extensive reading is beneficial is common knowledge now. I think perhaps the most
important aspect is that the material is of high interest to the students. The authors did
not give the students the opportunity to help in the selection of books; I think that could
be a potential improvement on this program. One challenge in replicating this study
would be getting the funding to implement a regimen that requires so many books. The
good thing is that, these days, the Internet can be used to access appropriate language
materials.

Green, C. (2005). Integrating extensive reading in the task-based curriculum. ELT
Journal, 59(4), 306-311.
Summary
In the recent past, extensive reading has been viewed in a positive light. The
author of this article heartily supports extensive reading, but not the usual methods of
implementation. The majority of ER programs are not as effective in promoting
acquisition as some scholars have claimed. The author explains that in many cases, the
programs that have been implemented to foster ER are not carried out in the most
efficient manner. Far too often instructors expect too much from ER; Green argues that
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unless students are given more support in reading, ER will not be as effective as it could
be. Green asserts that reading large amounts in the target language is good, but students
must then be required to do something after reading.
The unflattering result of the Hong Kong Extensive Reading Scheme in English
was the driving force behind the article. The author argues that ER is so important that it
must be incorporated into the curriculum. Assigning reading as homework or in an after
school program makes students feel that it is not as important as what goes on in class.
The key to using ER in the regular curriculum is making the reading activities task based;
this will give learners a clear purpose for carrying out the activity.
Reaction
I believe that some promoters of ER think that they have found the silver bullet;
ER can do everything, and what‘s more, students learn how to speak, write, and read
better without any instruction. They just quietly read the books that they have chosen and
magically become proficient in the second language. I do not believe that ER is that
powerful on its own. It is a powerful teaching tool, and can (if implemented properly)
enable students to succeed in the second language, but not on its own. This article
delineates how incorporating ER into the regular curriculum by way of task-based
instruction is much more effective than just ER.
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Ho, L. (2000). Children‘s literature in adult education. Children’s Literature in
Education, 31(4), 259-271.
Summary
This article reports the results of a three-year study on adult learners of English in
China. The author experimented with using literature designed for children to teach adult
learners. Ho conducted this research because she believed that teaching reading in the L2
as it is taught in the L1 would be an effective approach to teaching L2 reading. She
discovered that she could successfully teach skills such as pronunciation and reading
comprehension. The author advocates using children‘s literature only as the first step in
facilitating literary competence, critical thinking, increasing knowledge of the target
language, multicultural understanding, and exposing learners to innovative methodology.
Ho feels that using this type of literature with adults provides them with cognitive tasks
that are at their linguistic level in the L2 as well as lowering their affective filters. The
author admits that there are definite limitations to using material that was designed for
young readers with adults. The most detrimental is perhaps the fact that the protagonists
are usually children. This may make it harder for adults to relate to the story. Despite
this limitation and others, the authors asserts that children‘s literature can be used as a
stepping stone in developing literacy in adult learners.
Reaction
I do not believe that learning a second language is exactly like learning the first
language, but there are similarities. In my opinion it is not reasonable to expect a
beginning language student to be able to pick up an age-appropriate book in the target
language and understand it. They just do not have the vocabulary to understand it. In the
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aspect of reading, I believe that L1 and L2 acquisition are similar. It is better to start out
simple, and then move on to more complex texts. In the second language, I believe that
because of increased cognitive ability, older learners will progress through simple
literature much faster and be able to move on to more advanced texts sooner than they
were able to in their first language.

Maxim, H. H. (2002). A study into the feasibility and effects of reading extended
authentic discourse in the beginning German language classroom. The Modern
Language Journal, 86(1), 20-35.
Summary
The majority of language teachers agree that all four skills of speaking, listening,
writing, and reading should be taught; unfortunately reading is usually not given a
proportionate amount of time. This study was carried out with the intention of proving
that it is worthwhile to implement reading, and that it can be used as part of the regular
curriculum with beginners. It was done with beginning German students at the university
level. The control group in the study received traditional communicative instruction,
while the experimental group received traditional experimental instruction for half of
class time and the other half was dedicated to reading a 142-page romance novel in
German. Along with reading the novel, students were expected to carry out some taskbased activities based on the reading. The results showed that both groups performed
equally on the final exam, even though the control group had been exposed to more
explicit instruction. This finding is contrary to arguments that time spent reading in class
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will adversely affect beginning language learners‘ second language development.
Reaction
I am a firm believer in the power of reading; students who read more perform
better in the classroom. Though I do not exactly understand how reading helps a person
speak better, I do know that I want to implement extensive reading in my classroom. The
fact that beginners were able to complete a novel in just one semester is very encouraging
to me. Though I will be teaching at the high school level, I believe that I can and should
have my students read as early as possible. When they complete a novel in just one
semester, in a language that they could not even understand at the onset of the year, they
will be empowered. I will have to be careful in selecting the materials, not too easy, not
too hard, and very interesting.

Pearson, L. (2004). The web portfolio: A project to teach Spanish reading and Hispanic
cultures. Hispania, 87(4), 759-769.
Summary
The author describes how she implemented Web Portfolio projects in her class.
The objective was to facilitate reading and learning about the target culture. Students
were required to create a simple web page on a cultural topic based on the reading that
they chose to do. All of the texts that students read were found on the internet; if students
wished to include a particular text in their portfolio, they had to write a brief summary
and post a link to the original text. The readings also provided topics for class
discussions, and presentations. The most important factor was that students were
completely free to choose the texts, this allowed them to have a sense if autonomy.
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Another important factor was that students were held accountable for the reading that
they did by class discussions and presentations. The author also details how the project
can be modified to fit various classroom settings with different learners.
Reaction
I think that the web portfolio assignment is an innovative way to foster student
learning. This project will assist both the instructor and the students in creating a
community of learners. Students will read individually, knowing that they will be
sharing what they are learning with the class in the form of presentations. The teacher
will be able to direct students to reliable sources, and lead class discussions based on
what students are posting on their websites. I think that the project is also flexible; a
simplified version could be implemented with beginners, while a more complex set of
requirements could be used with advanced learners.

Young, D. J. (1999). Linguistic simplification of SL reading material: Effective
instructional practice? The Modern Language Journal, 83(3), 350-366.
Summary
The author of this study believes that the research results on whether linguistic
simplification of authentic texts enhances comprehension are inconsistent and conflicting.
She designed a study to examine the effectiveness of simplifications made to four
different authentic texts. Nearly all of the simplifications made to the text were lexical in
nature. She focused on whether there are differences in recall scores based on reading the
authentic text or the simplified text. Using four different recall scoring methods, the
author concludes that the recall scores for simplified texts were not higher than those for
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authentic texts. According to this finding, simplifying a text does not produce any
measurable gain in understanding and is therefore not worth the trouble.
Reaction
I had been under the impression that a simplified authentic text would facilitate
comprehension, but after reading this article I no longer believe that. I think that it would
be far more helpful to the students to present them with authentic texts. If authentic texts
are difficult, I should simplify the activity, not the text. Realistically, if learners are to
survive in the target language and culture, they must be able to process and comprehend
authentic texts and discourse. Giving them only simplified versions of authentic texts
will not prepare them to be successful in the target language. If I believe a text is too
complex, I should look for something more comprehensible. It would be a waste of time
to simplify a difficult text because it will do the students no good.
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LOOKING FORWARD
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LOOKING FORWARD
As I was teaching English in Korea, I realized that I would benefit from more
instruction on language teaching. The MSLT has perfectly fulfilled my needs as a
language teacher. As I have progressed through the program, I feel that I have
successfully made the transition from language learner to language teacher.
I am quite satisfied with what I have learned; however, I realize that I have only
scratched the surface. There is so much more that I need to learn. I feel prepared to go
into the language teaching profession cognizant of the fact that though I know more now
than I did before, I must never stop learning. I believe that the MSLT has prepared me to
critically examine new scholarship in the field of second language acquisition thus
allowing me to continue to take advantage of new approaches to language teaching.
In the immediate future I will be teaching in a dual immersion program
(Spanish/English) in Idaho. As I interviewed for that position, it was quite clear that my
coursework in the MSLT prepared me to thrive in that position. Not only have I learned
how to teach Spanish more effectively, I have become more familiar with my native
English.
I will always be interested in foreign languages and cultures and hope to be able
to live for an extended period of time outside of the US in the future. Ideally, I would
like to live in a Central or South American country in order to strengthen my Spanish
language skills. However, even if I remain mostly in the USA, I have countless options
for continued Spanish practice. I plan to take full advantage of the wide body of Spanish
literature that is becoming more and more available; the opportunity to interact with
native Spanish speakers on a regular basis; and the continued study of Spanish grammar.
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APPENDIX A.
Appendix A. Graphic Organizers of Text Structures
Chronological
Sequence

Compare and Contrast

Cause and Effect

Problem and Solution

Adapted from http://ereadingworksheets.blogspot.com/2011/04/teaching-text-structure.html
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APPENDIX B.
Appendix B. Oxford Bookworms Booklist
STARTER
Survive!
Helen Brooke
Phillip Burrows and Mark Foster
Taxi of Terror
Rosemary Border
The Fifteenth Character
Christine Lindop
Sally’s Phone
Christine Lindop
Red Roses
Tim Vicary
Police T.V.
Michael Dean
New York Café
Helen Brooke
Mystery in London
Phillip Burrows and Mark Foster
Last Chance
John Escott
Girl on a Motorcycle
Phillip Burrows and Mark Foster
Escape
Rosemary Border
Drive into Danger
STAGE 1
Frances Hodgson Burnett; Retold by
A Little Princess
Jennifer Bassett
Rowena Akinyemi
Love or Money?
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; Retold by
Sherlock Holmes and the Duke’s Son
Jennifer Bassett
Mark Twain; Retold by Nick Bullard
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Tim Vicary
The Elephant Man
W. W. Jacobs; Retold by Diane Mowat
The Monkey’s Paw
Jennifer Bassett
The Phantom of the Opera
Jennifer Bassett
The President’s Murderer
L. Frank Baum; Retold by Rosemary
The Wizard of Oz
Border
White Death
Tim Vicary

Anne of Green Gables
Dracula
Huckleberry Finn
Robinson Crusoe
Romeo and Juliet
The Canterville Ghost
The Death of Karen Silkwood
The Piano

STAGE 2
L.M. Montgomery; Retold by Clare West
Bram Stoker; Retold by Diane Mowat
Mark Twain; Retold by Diane Mowat
Daniel Defoe; Retold by Diane Mowat
William Shakespeare; Retold by Alistair
McCallum
Oscar Wilde; Retold by John Escott
Joyce Hannam
Rosemary Border
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A Christmas Carol
Chemical Secret
Frankenstein
Love Story
Skyjack!
The Call of the Wild
The Picture of Dorian Gray
The Prisoner of Zenda
The Secret Garden

STAGE 3
Charles Dickens; Retold by Clare West
Tim Vicary
Mary Shelley; Retold by Patrick Nobes
Erich Segal; Retold by Rosemary Border
Tim Vicary
Jack London; Retold by Nick Bullard
Oscar Wilde; Retold by Jill Nevile
Anthony Hope; Retold by Diane Mowat
Frances Hodgson Burnett; Retold by Clare
West
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APPENDIX C.
Appendix C. Oral Book Report Grading Rubric
Good (3)
OK (2)
Overview

Poor (1)

Absent (0)

Favorite
character
Favorite part of
the book
A lesson learned
(If applicable)
Recommendation
The grading on the oral presentations will not be especially stringent. I want the students
to demonstrate their comprehension of the books they have read. If students address all
of the criteria, they will get full points.
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APPENDIX D.
Appendix D. Corrective Feedback Survey
1
2
3
4 5
If I make an error in speaking the language, I want my teacher to
correct me.
2
If I make an error in writing the language, I want my teacher to correct
me.
3
The teacher should not correct students when they make errors in class.
4
If I make errors in the beginning, it will be hard to get rid of them later
on.
5
Errors in speaking are bad and should be avoided.
6
The teacher is the best source of feedback.
7
My classmates can help me realize I am making an error.
8
I am responsible for making progress in the target language.
9
My teacher is responsible for my progress in the target language.
10 I can find errors in my written work.
11 I recognize errors that my classmates make when speaking.
12 I can understand someone speaking in the target language even when
errors occur.
13 Making mistakes is a natural part of learning a language.
14 The teacher should only correct errors that the majority of the students
are making.
15 The teacher should correct all errors.
16 The teacher should correct errors only if they impede meaning.
17 I want my classmates to correct my errors.
18 I want the teacher to correct my errors privately.
19 I do not like it when my errors are corrected.
20 Making errors is good.
21 I want my teacher to explain exactly what I have done wrong when I
make a mistake.
22 When I make an error in speaking, I want the teacher to correctly state
what I am trying to say.
23 When I make an error in speaking, I want the teacher to let me know
that I have made an error, but not correct it.
24 If the teacher does not correct my errors, he is not fulfilling his duty.
25 When the teacher stops class to correct an error it is easy to get back on
topic.
26 I learn when the teacher corrects my classmate‘s mistakes.
27 If the teacher does not correct my errors, I will not stop making them.
28 If my classmate makes an error in speaking I am likely to make the
same error.
29 Correcting spoken errors interrupts the flow of the lesson.
30 Error correction takes too much time.
1: Strongly disagree, 2: Disagree, 3: Undecided, 4: Agree, 5: Strongly disagree
(Survey based on the work of Bell, 2005; Cotterall, 1999; Lee, 2008; Schulz, 2001; Shishavan &
Sadeghi, 2009)
1

